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Rs2 billion reserved for industrial waste treatment plants in new budget
The Sindh government has earmarked Rs2 billion in the new fiscal year‘s budget for installing sewerage lines in industrial ar eas
and constructing five Combined Effluent Treatment Plants (CETP) in Karachi. The plants will filter 94 million gallons of industrial
waste on a daily basis before dumping it into the sea.
The project – which is planned to be completed by June 2021 – will incur a cost of Rs11.7 billion, in which the federal
government will have a share of 33% while the share for the provincial government will be 67%.
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) has prepared the final design of the plan, while its tendering process is
underway. The installation of the sewerage lines will begin in July 2019 and the construction work of the two combined effluent
treatment plants will begin in August.
Talking to The Express Tribune, the director of the project Zaheer Abbas – who retired on June 14 – said that the Executive
Committee of National Economic Council (ECNEC) granted the approval for CETP last year, in which the federal government
has a share of Rs3.8 billion, while the share for the provincial government stands at Rs7.9 billion.
This is one of those mega projects in which the federal and provincial governments are taking keen interest, while the Supreme
Court has also issued special directives to complete the project in the earliest possible manner.
Abbas added that five combined effluent treatment plants under the KWSB will be built in various industrial zones to treat the
industrial waste. CETP-I will be built in SITE area for the Phase-I SITE industrial zone, which will have a capacity to treat 19
million gallons of waste water.
Similarly, CETP-II will be built in Trans-Lyari area which will treat 27 million gallons of sewerage waste on a daily basis. CETP-III
will be built for Federal B Area and North Karachi industrial zones, while CETP-IV will be built for Landhi and Korangi industrial
areas, which will have a capacity of treating 26 million gallons of water on a daily basis.
Likewise, a CETP-V – with a capacity of treating 10 million gallons of waste water per day – will be built on Super Highway for
the SITE industrial zone. That apart, there are plans to increase its water treatment capacity by 10 MGD in Phase-II.
Tenders have been opened for constructing the interceptors and installing sewerage lines at three locations, including Korang i,
SITE and Mauripur.
The requisite technical documents for the project have been scrutinised while financial documents are still under review. Soon
after awarding the tender, the construction work will begin.
Tenders will also be sought for the construction of the interceptors and installation of the sewerage lines in Gulsha n-e-Maymar,
Federal B Area and North Karachi zones in near future.
According to Abbas, two Combined Effluent Treatment Plants (CETP) will be built in Mauripur and Korangi for which tenders
have already been invited and will be opened on June 25. The construction work on these locations will begin in August.
Later, tenders for setting up CEPT in three industrial zones will be sought. He added that after receiving the work order, th e
respective construction company will have to complete the project within 18 months.
Abbas further explained that for the first time, these plants are being set up in Karachi for treating the industrial waste a t
government level. Earlier, the domestic sewerage treated through the treatment plants operating under KWSB were dumpe d into
the sea, while the plants were incapable of treating the industrial waste. These domestic sewerage treatment plants also
became non-functional a decade ago. The completion of this project will not only protect marine life but also reduce
environmental pollution.
(By Ashraf Ali The Express Tribune, 04, 01/07/2019)

What a waste! Sindh govt considering shutting down waste management board
The Sindh Government, it seems, has finally conceded its failure in cleaning the port city and is likely to disband the Sindh Solid
Waste Management Board (SSWMB), less than four years into its existence. Dismayed by the situation, the local government
minister, Saeed Ghani, has hinted at handing over the responsibility of garbage collection and solid waste management back to the
respective district municipal corporations (DMCs).
SSWMB
In 2014, the Sindh Assembly passed the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board Act, under which a board was to be formed for the
collection and disposal of solid and other waste in the province. The board was formally constituted in 2015 and was given the
charge of four of six districts of Karachi. These included districts South, East, West and Malir. The remaining two districts – Korangi
and Central – chose to keep the responsibility to themselves.
During the almost three years of its existence, the Sindh government pumped billions of rupees into the SSWMB and contracted out
the responsibility of solid waste collection and disposal to private firms. According to a municipal official, who asked not to named,
the SSWMB was given Rs2 billion annually. This amounts to a staggering Rs6 billion over three years.
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Two Chinese firms were awarded contracts to collect the garbage and sweep the streets in two DMCs each. The firms pledged to
wash the streets, initiate door-to-door collection of solid waste and install waste bins equipped with microchips for monitoring on
every street and major thoroughfare. Most of the promises were never fulfilled and the city soon began wearing the look of an
overflowing garbage dump.
In the first year, the Chinese company, Changyi Kangjie Sanitation Engineering Pakistan, was contracted to lift the garbage in
districts East and South charged the SSWMB $29 per ton. The other firm, Jin Jiang Hang Zou Sanitation Engineering Pakistan,
charged $19 per ton for picking up garbage from districts
West and Malir. These rates were later revised to $16 per ton. This is still exponentially higher than the Rs320 per ton charged by
local contractors.
Even after charging the exorbitant amount, hardly 7,000 tons of the over 12,000 tons of solid waste generated by the city was lifted
every day.
Rolling back
Dismayed at the board‘s modus operandi and the apathetic attitude of the contractors, the Sindh government is now considering
handing over the responsibility of garbage collection back to the respective DMCs.
In a special meeting convened to discuss the issue of solid waste management last week, the Sindh chief minister Syed Murad Ali
Shah had directed the local government department and SSWMB to to cancel the contracts of those private firms that had failed to
deliver, besides urging the LG department to remove inefficient and lethargic municipal commissioners from the DMCs.
Labour Union leader Zulfiqar Shah confirmed to The Express Tribune that LG minister Saeed Ghani has hinted at disbanding the
SSWMB for good. Shah added that the board has done nothing but ruin the system of solid waste management in the city. ―The
Sindh government has been paying the SSWMB Rs2 billion a year,‖ said Shah. ―For half this amount, we can do a much better job,‖
he said.
According to an official affiliated with one DMC, the municipal corporations of districts East, West and South have already agreed in
principle to assume the responsibility again. The announcement relating to the closure of SSWMB is also expected soon.
(By Naeem Khanzada The Express Tribune, 05, 09/07/2019)

Centre to launch ‘Clean Karachi’ drive on Sunday
After the recent tussle between Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s (PTI) Member of National Assembly Alamgir Khan with the Sindh
government over the issue of solid waste management in the city, the PTI leadership
has vowed to clean the port city in the next two weeks.
The drive to clean Karachi will kick off on Sunday and will continue for two weeks. Over
15 private companies, celebrities and around 5,000 volunteers have pledged their
support for the campaign on the call of Syed Ali Haider Zaidi, the federal minister for
Maritime Affairs.
In a tweet on Wednesday evening, Zaidi said that he, with the help of the citizens, will
clean up Karachi in the next two weeks. Endorsing his call, hundreds of party
supporters as well as various private entities asked the federal minister to include them
in the ‗Clean Karachi‘ drive.
The campaign
Speaking about the initiative, PTI‘s leaders said that the drive is being launched on the directives of Prime Minister Imran Khan
in response to the letter written to him by Karachi Mayor Waseem Akhtar. On Tuesday, the mayor sought help from Zaidi to help
him as most of the city‘s low-lying areas had been swamped by the recent downpour that continued for two consecutive days.
The mayor also appealed to PM Khan to help the people of the port city.
PTI‘s Karachi based leadership says that all 13 major nullahs chocked with garbage and dirt will be cleaned. In the second
phase, they will lift garbage from all areas of the city.
―Anyone can join us,‖ said Zaidi‘s advisor and the party‘s provincial head of public relations, Azhar Laghari. He said that e ven
the Sindh government can join hands with the federal government. ―It is the federal government‘s initiative and it wants a clean
Karachi.‖
He said that the garbage collected from the city will not be dumped at landfill sites. ―We are trying to devise a strategy so it can
be utilised efficiently in the future,‖ said Laghari. To make the drive effective, camps will be set up at various points. Volunteers
will also create public awareness, he added.
Sharing details of a long term plan to clear the garbage in the city, Laghari said that his party plans to utilise the funds allocated
by the federal government for Karachi. The PM has especially allocated Rs42.2 billion for the city and the federal government
wants a permanent solution to the problem, he claimed.
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Following the announcement of the federal minister, the Karachi Port Trust has already started cleaning areas within its
jurisdiction. ―It‘s an unprecedented support for this kind of drive,‖ said Laghari.
Responding to Zaidi‘s call, PTI‘s Khurram Sher Zaman said that PM Imran Khan‘s directive to the federal minister must be
appreciated. He also lauded other federal agencies for helping the people of Karachi during the rain emergency.
Karachi‘s power supply company, which has badly been criticised for its performance during the torrential rains, immediately
offered full support for the minister‘s initiative, saying it will help in every way possible.
Renowned singer, Shehzad Roy, also appreciated Zaidi‘s call. ―You revived the issue of dumping untreated sewage in the sea
recently and now you have taken up let‘s clean Karachi. Demonstrates you care about this city and our country. I will go to any
extent to support you in this cause,‖ he tweeted.
Besides, other celebrities such as renowned playwright, Anwar Maqsood, and Pakistani music band, Strings, have also pledged
their support for the drive, appealing to residents to support the minister for a clean Karachi.
The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Korangi Association of Trade and Industry, Federal B Area Association of
Trade and Industry and other trade associations have also extended their support.
In a statement on Thursday, former KCCI president, Siraj Kassam Teli, pointed out that Karachi had been largely ignored in th e
past, but it was really heartening to see that the incumbent federal government was exhibiting the intent and seriousness
towards improving the standard of living in the city and paying special attention to the issues faced by its residents.
(By Sameer Mandhro The Express Tribune, 04, 02/08/2019)

Cleanliness drive in Karachi
The anguished cries of the residents of Karachi have finally been heard by those who give voice to the voiceless. The city ha s
long remained preferably unheard. Not anymore.
The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) has announced that it will launch a two-week cleanliness drive in Karachi from August 4.
The campaign is being launched on the instructions of Prime Minister Imran Khan.
Azhar Laghari, the PTI‘s provincial head of public relations, said the party planned to utilise the funds allocated by the federal
government for Karachi. He said the PM had especially allocated Rs42.2 billion for Karachi.
People from various walks of life, including those from trade, industry, showbiz and m en of letters, have extended their wholehearted support to the much-needed cleanliness drive.
More than 15 private companies, celebrities and around 5,000 volunteers have pledged their support for the campaign on the
call of Syed Ali Haider Zaidi, Minister for Maritime Affairs. The drive is being launched on the instructions of the prime minister in
response to the letter written to him by Karachi Mayor Waseem Akhtar.
On July 30, the mayor sought Zaidi‘s help as most of the city‘s low-lying areas have been facing the problem of water-logging
after the recent rains. The rains cannot be described as heavy but even this kind of downpour played havoc in the financial a nd
commercial hub of the country.
This occurred mainly due to choked stormwater drains. What happened in the aftermath of the rains in Karachi and Hyderabad
was only expected. Years of complacency on the part of the Sindh government has resulted in immense problems for the
people.
After having been tired of the continued inaction of the provincial government, PTI leaders and volunteers have decided to make
Karachi clean again. The Karachi Port Trust has already started to remove garbage within its jurisdiction. K -Electric also has
extended support to the cleanliness drive.
(By Editorial The Express Tribune, 16, 03/08/2019)

Centre-sponsored Clean Karachi drive to begin today
A federal government-initiated campaign to clean Karachi is set to begin from Sunday (today) with the first target to de-silt all stormwater drains before Eidul Azha.
The ‗Clean Karachi‘ drive is being launched on the directives of Prime Minister Imran Khan in close partnership with the Muttahida
Qaumi Movement-led local government set-up and federal institutions like Frontier Works Organisation (FWO) and National
Logistics Cell.
Minister for Maritime Affairs Ali Zaidi of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf had announced the campaign earlier this week in Islamabad.
The issue of cleanliness in Karachi often brings the Pakistan Peoples Party-led Sindh government under serious criticism since it
has been ruling the province for the past 11 years and enjoying the management control of key civic institutions like the Karachi
Water and Sewerage Board, Sindh Solid Waste Management Board and Sindh Building Control Authority.
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On Saturday, Mr Zaidi formally briefed the media about the plan and its execution during the
next two weeks at a press conference held at his office in the Karachi Port Trust building.
Maritime Affairs Minister Ali Zaidi says the Sindh govt has so far not contacted him regarding
the initiative
―In the first phase we are going to clear all storm drains in the city,‖ he said. ―I have very
clear directives from PM Imran Khan who said clean the city — whatever it takes.‖
―We are determined and moving with a very positive approach. I am thankful to Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar and our [PTI] MPAs
and MNAs, who have assured their full support and are all set to achieve the target,‖ he said. ―Last night, I watched a news channel
[report] that a Sindh minister was saying that he would contact me to extend his support. But no such thing has happened yet.‖
Mr Zaidi said the prime minister had directed that Karachi could not be left helpless the way it had been by the Sindh government for
such a long time.
He said his ministry had talked to the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) for its role in situations like heavy rains.
Besides, he said, the FWO and NLC would be providing logistic support for the ‗Clean Karachi‘ campaign.
―It‘s quite unfortunate that the Sindh government has never cared about Karachi and its people and their mismanagement of the
past 11 years has now resulted in the massive suffering of the citizens of this megacity,‖ the minister said.
―We need to find a permanent solution and we are standing shoulder to shoulder with the mayor of Karachi to cope with the
emergency situation triggered by the recent rains in the city. Our campaign has received tremendous response from the people as
well and we look forward to the contribution of every segment of society,‖ he said.
He said that over 30 private companies, celebrities and around 10,000 volunteers had pledged their support to the campaign and
the number was growing with each passing day.
Several industries and their managements wanted to financially contribute to this campaign, he said and added: ―A proper
mechanism has been developed for ensuring transparency in spending funds.‖
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 15, 04/08/2019)

Cleanliness drive: Centre joins hands with KMC to ‘Clean Karachi’
The federal government has joined hands with the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) for the ‗Clean Karachi‘ campaign
that officially commenced on Sunday. At least 15,000 volunteers are expected to participate in the drive which w ill continue for
two weeks.
The campaign, being run by the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s (PTI) Karachi-based leadership and the Muttahida Qaumi
Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P), has not fared too well with the Pakistan Peoples‘ Party‘s (PPP) Sindh government, which terms it
‗interference‘ in provincial matters on the Centre‘s part. Meanwhile, the PTI and MQM-P have responded to these allegations by
blaming the provincial government for the mess in Karachi.
―The amount collected in taxes from Karachi is being transferred to Dubai [by PPP leadership],‖ alleged Syed Ali Haider Zaidi,
the federal minister for Maritime Affairs. ―We want to show the provincial government how it [cleanliness] is possible if the re is a
resolve.
Official launch
On Sunday, Zaidi, accompanied by PTI representatives elected from Karachi and MQM-P‘s Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar as well
as other MQM-P leaders, inaugurated the ‗Clean Karachi‘ initiative at the Karachi Port Trust (KPT) office.
The Frontier Works Organization (FWO) will provide the machinery and other technical help. The drive itself has been divided
into two phases. In the first phase, stormwater drains [nullahs] chocked with the dirt and garbage would be cleaned and in th e
second phase, garbage from the streets and roads will be lifted.
PTI workers have put up banners and billboards at different spots of the city with the slogan of ‗Lets Clean Karachi‘. The pa rty
has also set up camps across the city and is recruiting volunteers to join the campaign through its online portal.
Addressing a press conference at the launching ceremony on Sunday afternoon, Zaidi lamented that no one had ever thought
about drafting a plan for Karachi. ―People ask us what will happen when we finish the drive,‖ said Zaidi. He reasoned that ne ither
the campaign nor a clean Karachi was possible without the support of the Karachi mayor, MQM-P and the leadership of the local
government.
Sharing details of the plan with the media, Zaidi said that volunteers will assist local bodies and members of parliament in
realising the goal of a clean Karachi.
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Karachi Mayor
Justifying his appeal to the federal government after which the PTI leadership sprang into action, Akhtar said that the provi ncial
government was not willing to cooperate with him. ―I had no other option,‖ he said. ―With [limited] powers and resources, I cannot
solve the problems of Karachi. We have to work now instead of doing politics on the issue.‖
He said that the PPP‘s provincial government had ruined the city over the last 10 years and no one ques tioned them. ―The local
bodies, which are considered basic democratic institutions, have never been given powers [in Sindh],‖ the mayor maintained.
Akhtar said that he was grateful to the federal government and Zaidi for paying attention to Karachi‘s basic issues.
PPP’s reaction
―The mayor is incompetent,‖ said Adviser to Sindh Chief Minister on Information and Archives, Law and Anti -Corruption Barrister
Murtaza Wahab in a statement on Sunday, in reaction to the Zaidi and Akhtar‘s remarks.
Wahab said that those who destroyed the provincial capital in the past have started blaming others. Blaming the Sindh
government for Karachi‘s mess is nothing but a funny story, he added.
―The mayor should tell [the people of Karachi] who creates obstacles in performing his responsibilities,‖ said Wahab. He said
that people shouldn‘t blame others for their own incompetence.
Wahab said that the people of Karachi would only heave a sigh of relief if every institution and person fulfilled their oblig ations.
He added that it was quite depressing to see that those who claimed to own the city were behind its destruction.
The provincial adviser said that the ‗Clean Karachi‘ drive was nothing but a photo session. He said that Zaidi was not even
capable of looking after the affairs of his ministry.
Interestingly, Zaidi said that there a total of 38 nullahs in the city while Wahab said that there were 556 small and large d rains in
Karachi.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 05/08/2019)

‘Clean Karachi’
ON the instructions of Prime Minister Imran Khan, PTI MNA Ali Zaidi launched a federal government-led effort to clean Karachi
before the Eid holidays begin. Working alongside the MQM, the Frontier Works Organisation, the National Logistics Cell, and an
army of volunteers, the first of the two-stated phases of the operation is to de-silt the city‘s multiple drainage sites. Given Karachi‘s
economic and historical importance — and its undeniable neglect over the years, marred by periodic bloodshed with various groups
fighting for supremacy — the cleanliness drive will surely be welcomed by the city‘s residents, regardless of who they voted for in
the last elections. Karachi‘s problem with pollution and waste management came under the spotlight once again after just two days
of heavy rainfall, with much of the city experiencing flooding and unnecessary deaths caused by electrocution, highlighting the city‘s
weak urban planning and poor infrastructure. The flooding that happens time and again after the monsoons was largely blamed on
the solid waste that is dumped directly into the city‘s natural waterways and drainage systems, blocking the rainwater from trailing
into the rivers and then the sea.
The world‘s fifth-most populous city is said to generate around 12,000 tons of waste each day, a major cause of disease, but
responsibility for collecting and disposing garbage falls on various governing bodies. And so, expectedly, before the rains had even
subsided, the finger-pointing that follows each catastrophe to befall the city began, with the Sindh government-controlled water and
waste-management bodies bearing the brunt of criticism. While cleanliness drives are necessary, and have been conducted in the
past as well, they are short-term, cosmetic solutions to the long-standing, structural problems of waste management. If Karachi
belongs to everyone, as is often claimed, then all parties with a stake in the city‘s affairs must rise above petty political point-scoring
and come together to find long-lasting solutions.
(By Editorial Dawn, 08, 06/08/2019)

Hurdles upon hurdles : Sindh struggles to pass solid waste
Three years since its inception, the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) continues to struggle to perform the
functions it was constituted for.
While the board has improved garbage collection and disposal to some extent in some areas, political and administrative hurdles
have so far kept it from undertaking all its responsibilities. As it stands, the body has yet to expand operations to distric ts beyond
Karachi.
Under the SSWMB Act passed by the Sindh Assembly in 2014, the board had to take over waste management services of local
councils, impose and collect taxes and other charges on waste management services, execute commercial or business
enterprise projects for the benefit of waste management and launch schemes to generate energy from solid waste. By the end of
2016, however, it could only manage to start garbage collection and disposal services.
These operations too began from just two of Karachi‘s districts – South and East – by entering into an agreement with a Chinese
firm. While SSWMB managed to expand its operations to District West and Malir, it had to cancel the contract with the former
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after the Chinese contractor failed to deliver satisfactory services. The cancellation occurred while SSWMB was expanding its
operations further into District Central and Korangi.
When it came to the remaining tasks SSWMB was bound by law to perform, the body fell victim to the rivalry between Pakistan
Peoples Party and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement. Under the SSWMB Act, the board was to be headed by the chief minister
with the mayor of Karachi as an ex-officio member.
With Murad Ali Shah of PPP as the chief minister and MQM‘s Waseem Akhtar as Karachi mayor, the board became tied up in
the bigger tussle between the parties. In fact, Akhtar filed a petition in the Sindh High Court against the establishment of
SSWMB soon after the body began its operations.
Even within Karachi, the ambit of SSWMB is far from absolute as certain areas are beyond the city administration‘s control and
administrated directly by cantonment boards or federal government bodies like the Karachi Port Trust, Civil Aviation Authorit y
and Pakistan Railways. The law gives SSWMB jurisdiction only over areas under local councils‘ administrative control.
There are six cantonments in Karachi, namely the Karachi Cantonment, Clifton Cantonment, Faisal Cantonment, Malir
Cantonment, Korangi and Manora cantonments. Garbage collection duties in these areas and others adminis tered by federal
bodies are managed by their own administrations, prompting complaints by SSWMB officials that the waste they gather is not
disposed at designated landfills.
―Between 12,000 and 14,000 tonnes of garbage are generated daily in Karachi. Last year, cantonment areas alone generate
3,000 tonnes daily,‖ said SSWMB Media Deputy Director Almas Saleem.
―[But] garbage collection services in cantonments are not disposing waste at designated landfill sites even though it is thei r duty
to do so,‖ said SSWMB Managing Director AD Sajnani. When asked where the waste from cantonments is dumped, he advised
The Express Tribune to approach cantonment authorities.
Cantonment officials, however, did not respond to the query despite repeated contact attempts. Th e Express Tribune was either
told that the concerned public relations officer was unavailable or told to contact the officer of Director Military Lands an d
Cantonments. The latter‘s personal assistant, in turn, referred The Express Tribune back to cantonment authorities.
According to Dr Sajnani, garbage collection and disposal operation comprises three steps: front -end sweeping, transfer to
garbage transfer stations and then to landfill sites. Presently the city has two landfill sites, namely Jam Chakro and Gondpass.
―Neither of these is a proper landfill, but we are working to develop them to international standards. Presently, these are j ust
dumping grounds,‖ he said.
Illegal encroachments on garbage transfer stations are another problem SSWMB currentl y faces. Of the six stations available in
the city, the board controls only two, situated at Dhobi Ghat in District South and EBM in District East. These, like the rem ain
four stations located in Sohrab Goth, Landhi and near Mehran Highway and Mewa Shah graveyard, were also plagued by illegal
encroachments and cleared only due to Supreme Court intervention.
Just like the stations, the landfill sites also face the threat of encroachments, said Dr Sajnani. ―For this reason, we have started
constructing boundary walls,‖ he said.
The SSWMB MD confirmed that the District West garbage collection contract with the Chinese firm is being cancelled due to its
unsatisfactory performance. ―The firm has been issued a final termination notice. A new contractor will be h ired after completing
necessary formalities. SSWMB will also start operations in Korangi and District Central soon,‖ he added.
Responding to a question, Dr Sajnani said SSWMB also plans to develop a third landfill site in Karachi and has received 3,000
acres in Dhabeji, Thatta district from the Sindh government for this purpose. SSWMB is also in contact with the provincial
government for acquiring land in Jamshoro, Sehwan and Sukkur to establish landfills.
When asked about progress on solid waste based power plants, he said they are working on setting up 50MW waste-to-energy
power project in Karachi. ―Feasibility is being prepared in this regard. 600MW waste to energy projects could be established in
Karachi but the Federal government allows only 50MW plants,‖ he said.
(By Razzak Abro The Express Tribune, 05, 07/08/2019)

Tidy city: With no solid mechanism, Zaidi seeks donations to ‘Clean Karachi’
The two-week-long ‗Clean Karachi‘ drive launched by Syed Ali Haider Zaidi, the federal minister for Maritime Affairs, has not
begun yet. Instead of cleaning drains, the federal minister has asked for donations to support the initiative. He claims the
campaign needs Rs1.75 billion over a period of 90 days.
The minister along with Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar officially launched the drive on Sunday at the Karachi Port Trust office b ut
failed to come up with a solid mechanism till Tuesday.
Who cleans where?
The mechanism of cleaning the streets and roads and lifting garbage is divided between different agencies. The Karachi
Municipal Corporation (KMC) has taken the sole responsibility of cleaning main roads and major drains of the city.
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District Municipal Corporations (DMCs) are to look after streets, roads and small drains in their respective jurisdictions.
Meanwhile, 17 land controlling agencies, including six cantonment boards, would look after the issues pertaining to cleaning and
lifting of garbage in their jurisdictions.
Officials say nearly 13,000 tons of garbage is thrown out in the city daily but hardly 70 per cent of it reaches the landfill sites.
The collectors usually dump the garbage in drains that ultimately chokes them.
Zaidi received tremendous support from the people of Karachi and he assured them that he knew how things would be fixed.
However, the very next day after the inauguration of the drive, the federal minister asked people to donate funds for the dri ve.
(By Our Correspondents The Express Tribune, 05, 07/08/2019)

SSWMB buries 42,937 tonnes of offal
The Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) on Wednesday said its teams had buried around 43,000 tonnes of offal of
sacrificial animals in the city‘s designated landfills during the past three days of Eidul Azha.
Officials in SSWMB said they buried the offal of sacrificial animals weighing 42,937 tonnes in the Jam Chakro and Gond Pas
landfills and the trenches dug up in the garbage transfer station at Sharafi Goth.
Giving breakup, they said a total of 11,457 tonnes of offal was buried in Jam Chakro landfill, while another 19,746 tonnes of offal
was disposed of in Gond Pas landfill.
The remaining 11,734 tonnes of offal was buried in the trenches of Sharafi Goth garbage transfer station.
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 13, 15/08/2019)

Murad launches drive to clean up Karachi
Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah has launched a Blue Jacket Movement (BJM) to create awareness in the people by
demonstrating cleanliness work practically. This special initiative, launched on Wednesday night at Teen Talwar with the slogan
‗Say no to open littering‘, would be worked out in phases starting in district South, to be followed in other districts in the next phase.
The ceremony held to launch the BJM was attended by provincial Information Minister Saeed Ghani, CM Adviser on Environment
Murtaza Wahab, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shallwani, Culture Secretary Parvez Sahar, South DIG Sharjeel Kharal, DC South
Saeed Salahuddin and a large number of leading film and TV actors and members of civil society.
Speaking on the occasion, the chief minister said that the government was an executing agency but the citizens had the
responsibility to demonstrate civic sense and keep their homes, compounds, mohallas, vicinity and the city at large clean by
disposing of the trash wrapped in paper bags into dustbins and also monitor the sweeping of streets, lifting of trash and garbage
work being done by the DMCs and the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board. In case of failure of the DMCs concerned and the
SSWMB, complaints may be lodged in their offices.
He also spoke about establishing a separate desk in the CM House Complaint Cell where complaints regarding lack of sweeping
and lifting of trash would be registered.
600 volunteers, actors and civil society members pledge to support the Blue Jacket Movement
Mr Shah said that Murtaza Wahab had discussed the concept of the BJM with him which he approved and directed him to start it in
district South and then it would be taken to other districts of Karachi, Hyderabad and all over Sindh. He said: ―Cleanliness is one of
the pillars of Islam and being a Muslim society it becomes our utmost responsibility to keep ourselves clean and keep the areas
where we live clean and paak.‖
Elaborating on the concept of the BJM, he said ―We would select areas to make models in terms of cleanliness and beautification.
The volunteers of the movement would work in their designated areas.‖
The chief minister deplored that his opponents were propagating that the government was not taking ownership of the city, but ―We
have proved that we have already given ownership to the city of the Father of the Nation by launching development projects,
widening its roads, redesigning its drainage system, dewatering the inundated areas and now have involved district administration in
the garbage-lifting work,‖ he said and urged every individual to own this city and fulfil their responsibility by keeping it clean.
600 volunteers registered
Speaking on the occasion, Information Minister Saeed Ghani said that some 600 volunteers had got themselves registered in the
BJM. ―This shows that people want to work for the betterment of the city, but we have to just guide them, encourage them and have
to work with them,‖ he added.
He said: ―This city not only belongs to any individual, political party or group but it belongs to each and every one of us and we have
to own it and have to play the role of its owner.‖
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Commissioner Shallwani, appreciating the initiative, vowed to help make it a success by giving his maximum support to its
volunteers.
Earlier, DC South Saeed Salahuddin briefed the chief minister on the aims of the BJM.
Offal lifting
Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Hussain Shah, through a comprehensive report, informed the chief minister about lifting of
offal from Aug 12 to 14.
The report issued by Local Government Secretary Khalid Hyder said that during the last three days offal had been lifted in all
districts of Sindh.
The CM also issued directives to start fumigation all over Sindh so that spread of malaria and other diseases could be stopped. He
appreciated all the local bodies, water boards, divisional and district administration, police and other civic agencies for working
round the clock during heavy rains in Hyderabad and Karachi divisions. ―You could not celebrate Eid with your families and kept
serving in the field for which your spirit and dedication is highly appreciated,‖ Mr Shah said.
(By Habib Khan Ghori Dawn, 13, 16/08/2019)

Yet another campaign launched to clean Karachi
The Sindh government has decided to launch the `Blue Jacket Movement‘, with the slogan `Say No To Open Littering‘, under
which an awareness drive would be kicked off in District South in the first phase, followed by other districts in subsequent
phases. Simultaneously, cleanliness work would also be undertaken.
At the launch ceremony held on Wednesday night at Teen Talwar, the chief minister said that the government was an executing
agency but the citizens have the responsibility to demonstrate civic sense by keeping their homes, compounds, neighbourhoods
and streets clean. They must do so by disposing of the trash wrapped in paper bags into the dustbin and also monitoring the
sweeping of streets, lifting of trash and other cleanliness work being done by the district municipal corporations and the Si ndh
Solid Waste Management Board.
The ceremony was attended by Information Minister Saeed Ghani, CM‘s Adviser on Environment Murtaza Wahab, Karachi
Commissioner Iftikhar Shallwani, Culture Secretary Parvez Seehar, South DIG Sharjeel Kharal, District South Deputy
Commissioner Saeed Salahuddin, a large number of leading film and TV actors and members of the civil society.
Speaking about garbage collection, the CM asked citizens to keep a check on the DMCs and SSWMB staff responsible for
collecting trash. In case of failure of the relevant DMCs and SSWMB staff, complaints may be lodged at their offices, he said. ―I
am also establishing a separate desk in the CM House Complaint Cell where complaints regarding non -sweeping and lifting of
trash may be registered,‖ he added.
Speaking about the latest campaign, Shah said that his Adviser on Environment, Murtaza Wahab, had discussed the concept of
Blue Jacket Movement with him. ―I approved it there and then and directed him to start it from District South and then we wou ld
spread it in other districts of Karachi, then Hyderabad and all over Sindh,‖ he said, adding, ―Cleanliness is one of the pillars of
Islam and being a Muslim society, it becomes our utmost responsibility to keep ourselves and the areas we live in neat and
clean.‖
He said that under the Blue Jacket Movement, citizens of District South would be made aware of the importance of cleanliness.
―We will select areas to make models in terms of cleanliness and beautification,‖ he said, adding that volunteers would work in
their designated areas.
He deplored that his opponents were propagating that the government was not giving ownership to the city. but ―we have proved
that we have already given ownership to this city of the father of nation by launching development projects, widening its roa ds,
re-designing its drainage system, dewatering the inundated areas and now have involved the district administration in the
garbage lifting work,‖ he said, urging each and every individual to own the city and fulfill their responsibility by keeping it neat
and clean.
Information Minister Ghani said that around 600 volunteers have got themselves registered in the Blue Jacket Movement. ―This
shows that people want to work for the betterment of the city but we have to just guide them, encourage them and work with
them,‖ he said.
He added that the foundation of the Blue Jacket Movement has been laid in District South and within a few months, its scope
would be spread to other districts of the city. He added that ―this city does not belong to any individual, political party o r group,
but to each and every one of us and we have to own it.‖
Commissioner Shallwani also lauded the cause of the Blue Jacket Movement and vowed to ensure its success by giving
maximum support to its volunteers. DC Salahuddin briefed the chief minister about the aims and objectives of the Blue Jacket
Movement.
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Lifting of offal
Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Shah told the chief minister that during the three days of Eidul Azha, over 1,459,167 of fal
of sacrificial animals has been lifted and transported to the designated landfill sites.
The report states that Sindh Solid Waste Management worked in three DMCs – East, West and South – from where they
collected 42,937 tons of offal.
The chief minister also issued directives to start fumigation across the province, so that the spread of malaria and other diseases
could be curbed.
CM Shah also appreciated the efforts of all the local bodies, the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board, WASA, HMC, divisional
and district administration, police and other civic agencies for working round-the-clock during the heavy rains in Hyderabad and
Karachi divisions. ―You could not celebrate Eid with your families and kept serving in the field for which your spirit and de dication
is highly appreciated,‖ said Shah.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 16/08/2019)

Drive against open littering to begin from Clifton tomorrow
The polythene bags flew in the direction the wind blew and got stuck in the wild grass growing by the footpaths in a Defence
Housing Authority (DHA) neighbourhood. There were many of them adding to the rubbish already there. But things may change
soon after the Blue Jacket Movement (BJM) officially kicks off in district South from
Monday.
The motto of the BJM is ‗Say no to open littering‘. The movement was announced on
Independence Day at a ceremony at Clifton‘s Teen Talwar, hosted by Deputy
Commissioner South Saeed Salahuddin, and attended by provincial ministers, officials
from the Karachi commissioner‘s office and law enforcement agencies along with some
active members from civil society and showbiz personalities. All of them spoke about the
need for spreading awareness about open littering.
It was explained that the movement would initially start from district South to later spread to the rest of the city.
―Our aim is to change the mindset of the people through this movement and teach them about civic sense,‖ the DC South told Dawn
on Saturday.
Blue Jacket Movement will spread to other areas of the city
―Open littering is a big menace here, if you think about it. You see educated people in big cars rolling down their windows to just
throw out empty packets of potato crisps or cold drink bottles and juice boxes as they drive by. This is how garbage accumulates. It
needs to change. The people need to understand the harm they are themselves causing to their surroundings and the environment
this way and learn to act responsibly,‖ he said.
―The government may be blamed for not doing anything about the lifting of garbage, but people should also accept their part in
littering all over the place instead of throwing garbage in dustbins,‖ he pointed out.
13,000 new dustbins
He also said that for the purpose they were placing 13,000 new dustbins for the people to throw trash in. He also said that with the
public awareness campaign already under way through advertisements, they will be starting the movement officially from the Boat
Basin area in Clifton.
―Though district South is a big area including Clifton, DHA, Saddar, Lyari, etc, our volunteers are going to start from Boat Basin
where they will be talking to restaurant owners and shopkeepers along with the general public about the hazards of open littering,‖
he said.
―We need compliant markets for the movement to be successful. Then such markets can act as role models for other markets as it
becomes easier too for the authorities to lift garbage,‖ he added.
The DC also said that after the success of the ‗Say no to open littering‘ movement their next aim would be spreading awareness
about recycling. ―In educated societies people keep three bins for separately disposing glass, paper and plastic. It is called source
segregation,‖ he said.
Simultaneously, the government is also going to ban the use of polythene bags from Oct 1 for which it has also started an
awareness campaign ‗Say no to plastic bags‘.
The decision was taken at a meeting presided over by Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah earlier this month where it was said that
the government will impose Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code on the use of plastic bags across Karachi while
encouraging people to use paper bags or bags made of cloth to carry groceries and other stuff from now on.
(By Shazia Hasan Dawn, 15, 18/08/2019)
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4,000 more dustbins to be placed in Karachi
Sindh Chief Secretary Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah has expressed displeasure over the performance of the Sindh Solid Waste
Management Board (SSWMB) and has directed the board‘s managing director to cancel the contract of the Chinese company
employed to lift garbage in District East.
Shah has also directed the deputy commissioners (DCs) to monitor the performance of the Chinese companies. He also said
that funds to these companies will be provided after satisfactory reports are issued by the respective DCs.
Shah has also directed the SSWMB to place 4,000 new dustbins across the city within three days.
He said that the Sindh government has recently initiated the Blue Jacket Movement against open littering, adding that citizens
should join the drive to clean the city.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 05, 20/08/2019)

Drive against open littering in city launched officially
The Blue Jacket Movement (BJM), a drive against open littering on the city‘s roads by citizens, a problem that has added to the
trash collection problems of government authorities, officially commenced at Boat Basin in Clifton on Monday.
Speaking to Dawn, Deputy Commissioner South Saeed Salahuddin, the main force behind the movement in district South, said that
their first day comprised ―counselling‖ activity. ―We visited some 50 restaurants and eateries, including shops at Boat Basin, and met
each of their owners on Monday to talk to them about the menace of open littering. We also had some 60 volunteers in blue jackets
with us to extend any help if needed by the restaurant owners,‖ he said.
―We were glad to receive an assurance of their commitment to become Blue Jacket-compliant. They said they will also talk to their
customers and explain to them that they were in a BJM-compliant zone where no open littering would be tolerated and that they too
should act as responsible people and dispose of trash in the bin,‖ he said.
―I have also been assured by them that they will be making sure to install individual waste bins for their own use at their restaurants
from Tuesday. We have already got approval for placing some 3,500 new dustbins at appropriate locations to start with,‖ the DC
added.
He also said that their talk with the owners of eateries were so successful on the first day that they had also promised to remove the
tables, chairs and takhts from beyond the kerb stones. ―Some of them started doing it then and there,‖ he said.
―We were expecting arguments but it was good to find them appreciative of the BJM initiative. Hopefully, it will start a ripple effect,‖
he concluded.
Earlier, the movement was announced amid much fanfare at Teen Talwar in Clifton on Independence Day with an aim to change the
mindset of the people while teaching about civic sense.
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 16, 20/08/2019)

‘Clean Karachi’ campaign will continue, says Zaidi
Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Syed Ali Haider Zaidi has asked the heads of the SITE Association to formulate a master
plan for the development of the area.
In a meeting with the industrialists and the traders of the SITE area, Zaidi assured them that he would persona lly pursue the
master plan and would get maximum funds from the federal government. ―I shall fight for SITE area. I shall take this master p lan
to the federal government for possible funds,‖ he pledged.
The federal minister appreciated efforts of Sindh Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Hussain Shah, saying he was in contact
with him.
He said that the letter sent by Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar regarding city‘s infrastructure condition has been handed over to
Prime Minister Imran Khan.
He said Malik Riaz had also offered the logistic support to execute the ‗Clean Karachi‘ initiative. He said that in the first phase
five main nullahs of the city were cleaned before the recent rains. In the second phase of the initiative, the awareness was being
created amongst the people of the city.
―Till city is properly cleaned, we shall be collecting and lifting garbage,‖ he re-assured.
(By APP The Express Tribune, 05, 21/08/2019)
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Sindh LG minister defends Sindh Solid Waste Management Board
In a rejoinder to Karachi Mayor Waseem Akhtar‘s appeal to people to stop paying taxes, Sindh Local Government Minister Nasir
Hussain Shah said the ‗germs‘ of old Muttahida Qaumi Movement are perhaps still alive in Akhtar. ―He should realise that the
party has become MQM-Pakistan now,‖ said Shah while speaking to the media after inaugurating Hyderabad region office of
Association of Builders and Developers (ABAD) on Thursday night.
He said the mayor seemed to be in some different frame of mind when he gave that call for civil disobedience which otherwise
does not suit his stature. He disputed the stance of MQM-P and Karachi mayor about the shortage of funds saying that the
provincial government has released Rs550 million to the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) this year.
The minister said that the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) is collecting and disposing of 10,000 tons of solid
waste per day. According to him, the board will become operative in Karachi‘s district municipal corporations which are still not
under the board‘s management. ―The volume [of solid waste] is so large that it requires united efforts of all stakeholders.‖
Shah contended that the perception that the SSWMB was encroaching upon the domain of KMC, DMCs or HMC is a misplaced
notion, underlining that the board is not encroaching rather supporting the municipal authorities. ―If we [LG department] ded uct
funds of KMC or DMCs and transfer them to the board then one can say that encroachment is happening. But the Sindh
government is spending from its own budget to fund the board.‖
The Hyderabad Municipal Corporation was asked to pass a resolution to transfer solid waste management to the board in
November, 2018. However, the corporation has still not passed the resolution as a majority of its members are opposed to
relinquishing what is hitherto their responsibility.
When asked will the Sindh government impose its decision of transferring the solid waste management to board i f the HMC
continued to play reluctant, Shah hinted that such a move may not be beyond the realms of possibility. ―If HMC is unwilling t han
they should properly do the service [of solid waste disposal]. But if they can‘t then the government can‘t leave its citizens in this
situation.‖ The minister acknowledged that a lot of delay has already happened in activating SSWMB in Hyderabad, Sukkur and
other big cities, assuring that the board will soon become functional in these cities.
Responding to a question about politics over garbage disposal in the province, the minister said that political opponents have
time and again predicted doom for Pakistan Peoples Party‘s Sindh government. However, he added, the people of Sindh
returned the PPP to the power for third consecutive time in 2018 general elections with a higher number of elected MPAs than
2008 and 2013 general elections. ―The Sindh government isn‘t changing and the CM Sindh [Syed Murad Ali Shah] will stay the
course till 2023.‖
When asked why the Sindh Building Control Authority has failed to implemented order of the former Water Commission against
construction of commercial buildings on converted plots in Hyderabad, the minister tacitly stated that the commission‘s order
was transient in nature. He informed that a separate authority for developing master plans of Sindh‘s cities and towns will soon
be established.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 05, 24/08/2019)

Trash in, trash out
KARACHIITES often lament that, apart from the beach, there really aren‘t any scenic spots to visit in or around the city. But that‘s
only because these benighted souls don‘t know about the hidden getaway that is Jam
Chakro.
Sprawling over 500 acres, Jam Chakro is home to mountains, mists and a stunning array of
wildlife that isn‘t afraid of humans! Of course, the mountains are made of trash and the mists
are largely smoke from burning trash.
It is breathtaking in the literal sense, because breathing in through your nose would carry its
unbearable stench into your nostrils, while breathing in through your mouth carries the risk of
swallowing at least a few dozen of the countless flies that churn on the breezes of Jam Chakro like flower petals from hell.
Speaking of wildlife, if you look closely you may also see colonies of rats and cockroaches that live among the garbage in perfect
harmony with the locals who share this scenic vista with them; living, cooking and eating among the same mountains of waste.
You may never have seen Jam Chakro and never will, but if you live in Karachi odds are that something that you have touched,
used and then discarded ended up here in one shape or form, because Jam Chakro is the final destination for much of Karachi‘s
garbage. Business is always booming here in Jam Chakro, where hundreds of trucks dump some 7,000 tonnes of waste every day,
with another 2,000-odd tonnes ending up at the other landfill site of Gond Pass.
How much garbage does that leave on the streets of Karachi?
Business is always booming here in Jam Chakro.
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We don‘t really know because we don‘t really know how much garbage Karachi produces on a daily basis, though there are several
figures floating around like plastic bags in an open sewer: a World Bank report claims 12,000 tonnes of municipal solid waste are
produced by Karachi daily, while others claim it is as high as 15,000.
Then there‘s the question of solid waste (of which municipal waste is merely a portion) and that could be as high as 20,000 tonnes a
day. I won‘t bore you with the details of the difference between municipal waste and solid waste but, alas, it is in the details that the
devil lies. And the devil here is the fragmented and byzantine administration of Karachi.
Because no matter how much garbage Karachi actually produces, the fact is that too much of it remains on our streets, eventually
ending up blocking drains and generally adding to urban aromas and vistas. And that‘s largely because there is really no single
governmental organisation that is responsible for garbage collection.
Yes, on paper, the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) is supposed to be in charge, but in reality this function is
carried out by a host of agencies that do not coordinate with one another: cantonment boards are a world unto themselves, as are
various District Municipal Corporations.
And then there‘s the politics, where govt departments find themselves at odds because their patron political parties hate each other
with a passion that often descends into farce: take the garbage slinging match between Mustafa Kamal and the Karachi Mayor
Wasim Akhtar, which resulted in one of the shortest-lived appointments of all time: the ‗blink and you missed it‘ elevation and
dethroning of Kamal as ‗project director garbage‘ in less than 24 hours. It‘s hilarious, until you realise that the joke is on us.
Then it gets worse: while solid waste is purportedly with the SSWMB, responsibility for sewers is with the Karachi Water and
Sewerage Board, and storm drains are the purview of the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation. Why this matters is because solid
waste often ends up in drains, causing the kind of urban flooding we witnessed recently and so, in a logical world, these two should
be under the same department.
The Sindh Building Control Authority is also part of the mess, as per Kaiser Bengali. Because of its utter inefficiency/ venality, sixstorey buildings are built where the permission is for a one or two-storey building. Which means that 10 times the amount of people
live on a plot than were intended to, adding to the burden of an already broken system.
There are solutions; there always are. Waste-to-energy plants are being adopted globally, and Sweden for one has become so
efficient at recycling that it has to import the garbage it needs to turn into energy. In Argentina, litter pickers — aided by the suitable
legislation — formed a cooperative that turned their precarious work into an actual recycling business. But first, we need to stop
slinging garbage.
The buzzing of the flies is relentless, but if you were to try you could pretend that it‘s laughter. And why not, given that the joke is on
us. The joke is on Karachi.
(By Zarrar Khuhro Dawn, 02/09/2019)

Unsafe collection, disposal of medical waste put lives at risk
Barring a few tertiary care hospitals in the city, no healthcare facility in Karachi has a proper mechanism to safely collect and
dispose of its medical waste.
The highly hazardous refuse is either sold by healthcare facilities, unsafely dumped within the neighbourhoods or taken to the
decades-old government incinerators lacking independent monitoring, medical experts told Dawn on Tuesday.
In addition, they said, the government was yet to install incinerators at eight hospitals in the province — a project which the
government initiated last year on the directives of the Supreme Court-mandated water commission.
The experts were sharing their views against the backdrop of a debate generated on the media following Shaniera Akram‘s posts on
Twitter in which she shared her observations, pictures and a video showing parts of the Clifton beach littered with clinical waste.
―There is kilometers of medical waste, including open syringes, vials of blood, broken glass medical containers, that has come in
from the ocean spread out over kilometers across the beach.
―Our beach is a bio-hazard zone and needs to be shut down immediately. I am so sorry to the people including myself who use and
love our beach but this is beyond safe,‖ she said.
Shaniera Akram posts a video on social media saying Clifton beach is a bio-hazard zone and needs to be shut down immediately
Reacting to this alarm, the affected area reportedly was cordoned off and the Clifton Cantonment Board collected the waste.
Experts, however, criticised government‘s ad hoc approach towards what they described as ‗a very old serious issue‘.
―We appreciate what Ms Akram did and would request all concerned citizens to do the same, if that‘s how the government would
work,‖ said Dr Qaiser Sajjad of the Pakistan Medical Association.
He added that the association had been raising this problem for ages but it could never attract official attention.
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―We want to know which department is responsible for collecting medical waste from hundreds and thousands of clinics, maternity
homes, hospitals and labs in the city.
―What we see on the ground is horrifying; clinical waste being dumped in lanes and streets as well as educational institutions,‖ he
said.
He warned that ―citizens are in the midst of a health disaster, urging the government to wake up and put systems in place‖.
Waste from clogged drains?
Answering a question as to how medical waste might have ended up on the beach, Dr Nuzhat Khan, currently heading the National
Institute of Oceanography, said that it probably came from clogged drains carrying waste from the city.
―I think it all flushed onto the beach as we have been experiencing heavy spells of rain. There are three to four drains which directly
discharge waste on the Clifton beach,‖ she said, adding that pollution seriously affected the whole coast from Korangi fish harbour to
Port Qasim.
She also referred to a 2017 incident in which massive flushing of sewage on the beach was erroneously reported as an ‗oil slick‘ by
the media.
Dr Altaf Ahmed, representing the Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases Society of Pakistan, regretted that while Punjab had
shown progress on safe disposal of medical waste, Sindh lagged far behind.
―We have seen hospitals selling their medical waste to garbage collectors. Some waste is taken to the government incinerators in
Gutter Baghicha but nobody knows about its efficiency and operation as it‘s a restricted area,‖ he said, adding that a few
government hospitals had incinerators (an old technology) but that too were either found out of order or run half of their capacity.
The government, he pointed out, should see whether healthcare facilities had a system to manage and dispose of waste at the time
of their establishment and then give them licence for operation.
Categorised as ‗highly infectious waste‘, the clinical refuse must be segregated at source.
―It‘s so easy to do. But, when it gets mixed with domestic waste, it turns the whole (the large quantity of non-infectious domestic)
waste into infectious waste,‖ he said.
‘Antibiotic resistant germs in food’
It is important to recall that concerns over poor medical waste disposal practices have frequently been highlighted by experts.
A Karachi University study carried out on the food being sold in and outside 10 public sector hospitals of the city showed that it was
unfit for human consumption and that the germs contaminating it had resistance against a number of commonly used antibiotics.
The samples were picked up from the Civil Hospital Karachi, Landhi Medical Complex, Abbasi Shaheed Hospital, Sindh
Government Hospital, Liaquatabad, Qatar Hospital, Sindh Government Hospital (UP Mor), Lyari General Hospital, Jinnah
Postgraduate Medical Centre, Dow University of Health Sciences (Ojha campus), and Sindh Social Security Hospital.
The study identified dumping of waste (especially medical waste) in the open, lack of infection control measures at healthcare
settings, mixing of sewerage lines with water mains, and poor hygiene practices of food handlers as major contributors to the
evolution of these germs and their spread.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn, 15, 04/09/2019)

Medical waste
WHEN Karachi resident Shaneira Akram went for a morning stroll along the Clifton beach on Tuesday, she was shocked
to discover large amounts of medical waste lying around on the sand.
Along with heaps of plastic bags and other garbage, the tide had brought with it several blood vials and open syringes to the
shoreline.
Thanks to her efforts in raising the alarm about the potential public health catastrophe through a series of tweets and videos, the
Sindh Police quickly cordoned off the area, while municipal authorities brought in heavy machinery to clean up the site.
The beach may have been cleared for now, but the larger issue of Karachi‘s waste disposal and management cannot be buried so
neatly.
According to a report published a day after the heavily publicised incident, the vast majority of healthcare facilities in the city by the
sea still do not have the necessary equipment to safely collect and dispose of medical waste.
This is an open secret, written about countless times before: hospitals, clinics and maternity centres continue to dump toxic waste in
the open, or directly into water bodies, despite being well aware of the danger such actions pose to ordinary citizens.
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Of course, Karachi is not alone; healthcare facilities across the country engage in similar irresponsible practices.
A host of infectious diseases are linked to toxic medical waste, while garbage collectors and scavengers, along with those living
close to medical centres, are especially threatened.
It is unknown what percentage of the waste actually goes through incinerators, how many of these are even functional, or whether
healthcare practitioners are separating highly toxic and non-toxic waste at the source.
Answers to these questions are needed, and the provincial government must do more than just ―write letters‖ to hospitals to ensure
that proper procedures of waste disposal are being followed.
It is nothing short of criminal when those whose duty it is to provide healthcare to the people can so casually and callously toy with
it.
(By Editorial Dawn, 08, 05/09/2019)

Medical waste being dumped around Abbasi Shaheed Hospital in Karachi
The scale of government apathy towards what health experts described as a ‗volatile source of infection‘ could be gauged from the
heaps of unattended medical waste lying in and outside one of city‘s largest public sector
hospitals.
A visit to the Abbasi Shaheed Hospital (ASH) on Wednesday showed that there were
three garbage dumps, one of them located within the boundary wall of the hospital‘s
trauma centre, where all kinds of medical wastes were being thrown away.
Two garbage dumps, located a few yards from the hospital, were being used by nearby
laboratories to discard their refuse. Information gathered from the ASH revealed that the
staff was using hospital premises for dumping medical waste for a long time.
No administrative official of the hospital was immediately available for comments.
―Now, who would impose Section 144 here and remove this hazardous waste endangering public health? Do we need a celebrity to
force the government to do its job,‖ said Dr Qaiser Sajjad of the Pakistan Medical Association.
A PMA representative says all institutions need to work together for the sake of people
He was referring to Shaniera Akram‘s recent tweets on the state of Clifton beach, parts of which were littered with medical waste.
The issue was highlighted by the media and woke up the authorities, albeit for a while.
Criticising further, Dr Sajjad said all institutions needed to work together for public good.
―We know that the ASH is under the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation and the matter should be sorted out by its administration. But,
it‘s the provincial government‘s responsibility to intervene when it‘s seeing that an institution is unable to do its job because of any
obstacle, funding or otherwise,‖ he said.
‘Volatile source of infection’
Explaining how unattended waste across the city is affecting public health, Dr Sajjad said it had now become so common that
patients admitted to hospitals for surgery were falling ill due to some infection, increasing the risk of complications.
―Every concerned citizen is troubled by swarms of flies and mosquitoes, which have invaded the city. But, this problem gets more
serious in case of healthcare facilities, which are supposed to be very clean,‖ he said, adding that the government needed to look
into the medical waste issue on a priority basis.
Speaking about the impact of unattended medical waste, Dr Altaf Ahmed, representing the Medical Microbiology and Infectious
Diseases Society of Pakistan, explained that the dangerous thing about biological waste containing disease-causing germs and
toxic chemicals was that it spread with anything which came in contact with it, including wind, rain, birds, insects, garbage collectors
and even tyres.
―So you can imagine the scale of the disaster it causes as it affects hundreds and thousands of people. Medical waste is a volatile
source of infection and needs to be picked up by professionals.
―Given the poor civic conditions we are living in, it‘s not surprising that we see outbreaks of different diseases every now and then
and antibiotic resistance is on the rise. Hospitals have become very unsafe because they don‘t have infection control practices in
place.‖
Asked about what needs to be done, he said the government should teach and train hospital staff on infection control practices,
apart from setting up safe mechanisms in place for disposing clinical waste and legislating on the subject.
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―The old technology of burning/incinerating waste has been replaced by shredders that significantly reduce waste size. The refuse is
then disinfected and dumped at landfill sites,‖ he said, this procedure was environmentally safe as it did not involve discharge of
hazardous fumes.
No official of the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency was available for comments. The department is responsible to ensure
implementation of hospital waste management rules in the province.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn, 15, 06/09/2019)

Rubbish politics: Clean Karachi campaign continues… on Twitter
Imagine a city that is so beloved that everyone wants to take care of it. If you are Twitter -savvy and have been following the
conversation around Karachi‘s gutter politics for the past few weeks, you would believe that all three tiers of governments – the
federal, provincial and local administration – want nothing else but to make Karachi the most beautiful city in the world.
In August, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Syed Ali Haider Zaidi launched the ‗Clean Karachi‘ campaign, pledging that the
city would be ‗cleaned‘ within two weeks. Over a month has passed since and Karachi is in a bigger mess than it was – on the
ground as well as on Twitter.
When reached by The Express Tribune on Wednesday, Zaidi claimed that they have collected at least 150,000 tonnes of
garbage, but hardly 10% of it has been taken to the landfill sites. The rest, he admitted, has been dumped, albeit temporarily, at
various locations, including over 200 trucks at an empty plot of the Karachi Port Trust located on Mai Kolachi Road. The reason
for this, according to Zaidi, is that it was unviable to transport the wet waste across the city to the landfill sites. Now t hat the
garbage has dried out a bit, they would start shifting it to the landfill sites, he added.
―The work has been started now and soon, those sites will be cleaned,‖ said Zaidi. ―It wasn‘t my job to collect the garbage a nd
clean the drains but I did,‖ he justified, adding, ―I own this city and we all have to clean it for its survival.‖
Asked why the garbage could not have been dumped at designated points instead of open plots and main roads, Zaidi reasoned
that the city has only five functional Garbage Transfer Stations (GTSs). ―We were told that there were 11 GTSs,‖ he claimed.
―We couldn‘t have dumped it directly at the landfill sites.‖
Paucity of funds
A day after he launched the drive, Zaidi asked citizens and the philanthropists to support the campaign financially for its
success. He said that Rs45.5 million has been submitted in the account of the ‗Clean Karachi‘ initiative, adding that all the
money had been spent on the drive. Despite the federal government‘s support for Zaidi‘s campaign, it has not been given a
single penny. When this was pointed out to him, Zaidi said that the drive was his own initiative and was appreciated by Prime
Minister Imran Khan.
―I want to see the city clean. The drive is not merely for political gains but to serve the people of Karachi,‖ he said. ―I a m not a
candidate for Karachi mayor,‖ he said, refuting rumours that the drive was initiated as he wanted to become the next mayor. ―We
all have to clean the city or it won‘t be attractive for investors,‖ he justified.
In response to another question, Zaidi said that the campaign had been paused from the past few days due to the latest spell of
rain and Ashura, but they have started the work again from Wednesday. He added, however, that the funds they had collected
so far had been spent and that they would collect more funds to resume the work.
Sindh govt’s stance
On the other hand, the Sindh government has alleged that the federal government [PM Khan] doesn‘t own Karachi. ―Not a single
penny has been allocated so far for the Karachi drive[s],‖ commented Sindh government‘s spok esperson, Barrister Murtaza
Wahab.
Criticising Zaidi‘s initiative, Wahab said that only 13,000 tons garbage was dumped at the landfill site located on Hub Road. ―The
rest was dumped on the roads,‖ he alleged.
Interestingly, Zaidi is happy with the attitude of Sindh Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Hussain Shah. ―Nasir Hussain
Shah appreciates my efforts,‖ he claimed.
Wahab said that without funds and taking the provincial government into confidence, the federal ministers and their campaigns
and committees will not be able to do anything. He asked the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf government to release the Rs162 billion
for Karachi announced by PM Khan.
(By Sameer Mandhro The Express Tribune, 04, 12/09/2019)

Trash talk: As politicians spew filth, Karachi buries deeper under garbage
The cleanliness situation in Karachi has worsened after the onslaught of the monsoon season, but instead of taking charge and
doing something about it, the issue has become a bone of contention between the Sindh government and the Centre.
Meanwhile, ‗na maloom afraad‘ (unidentified persons) have made life a living hell for the residents of Karachi by choking the
city‘s sewerage system with sand-filled gunny sacks.
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Last week, gutters in various parts of the city suddenly overflowed to cause disruptions and roadblocks, particularly for the
peaceful Muharram procession. To look into the cause of the problem, the provincial
government, with the help of civic authorities, started a cleanliness drive and found
hundreds of sacks deliberately placed inside sewerage lines to block sewers.
According to officials, the sacks – filled with concrete, sand and other waste material –
have been removed from many areas of the city, including Saddar, Baba-e-Urdu Road,
Ranchore Line, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Federal B Area and PECHS society, among others.
―Throughout the cleanliness drive, we found bags placed inside manholes every single
day,‖ Sindh Information Minister Saeed Ghani told The Express Tribune. ―It is extremely
regrettable that a few miscreants have created problems for the residents of Karachi,
especially the mourners of the Muharram procession, by blocking the sewerage lines. The
practice is intolerable.‖
To tackle the situation, the Sindh government has decided to track the ‗na maloom afraad‘ and has instructed the police to ke ep
an eye on their respective areas.
―If caught, immediate action will be taken against the miscreants as this is a conspiracy to defame our government,‖ Ghani said.
Likewise, while speaking to the media, Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah said that the suspects involved in choking manhole s
with gunny sacks must be arrested immediately. He added that the entire city does not fall under the domain of Sindh
government or KMC, as some areas are under the control of the cantonment boards.
―We are being held responsible for piled-up solid waste even in areas which are not under our control,‖ he said.
Shifting blame
On the other hand, Mayor Wasim Akhtar denied that there was any conspiracy behind the deliberate choking of gutters in the
city and blamed the Sindh government and the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board for allowing heaps of garbage to pile up
in different parts of the city.
―It is the negligence of the government which has led to the situation. We, at the KMC, are helpless when it comes to power a nd
funds,‖ said Akhtar.
―We, with the help of the federal government, are trying to resolve this issue. In this connection, a committee has also been
formed and the prime minister has already announced a package for the city,‖ he added.
Ghani, however, held the PTI-led government and its coalition partner, the Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan, responsible for
ruining Karachi by using the issue of garbage for political gains.
―In the last few days, various claims have been made by the [PTI] government to resolve Karachi‘s problems and yet another
committee had been formed,‖ he said, pointing out that the prime minister had earlier announced Rs200 billion for Karachi, but
only Rs12 billion has been allocated in the budget presented by the federal government.
Ghani added that the citizens of Karachi have been suffering because of the Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Ali Zaidi‘s
‗Clean Karachi Campaign‘, which, according to Ghani, has instigated ―gutter politics‖ in the city.
―Instead of forming a new committee, the PM should check the outcome of the Clean Karachi Campaign, which was supposed to
clean the city in merely two weeks,‖ he complained.
Karachi Committee
The Federal Law Minister Dr Farogh Naseem, who heads the newly-formed committee to resolve the issues of Karachi, said that
political parties and different stakeholders should join hands, instead of criticising each other and fighting on civic issues of
Karachi.
―In the last 11 years, no one has focused on the issues of Karachi. But now, the prime minister has formed a committee to
resolve garbage and other issues,‖ Naseem told journalists after chairing a meeting.
Sharing details of the committee, which comprises 12 members both from PTI and MQM-P, he said that unlike the past, the
committee‘s efforts will not be based on an ad hoc basis.
―We are working on an emergency basis to permanently resolve the issues,‖ he concluded.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune, 04, 13/09/2019)

‘Karachi will be clean and green in a month’
Sindh Local Government Minister Nasir Hussain Shah announced on Monday that the Sindh government would launch a
cleanliness drive on September 21 to collect the garbage accumulated in the city. The minister was flanked by Sindh
Information, Archives and Labour Minister Saeed Ghani as he addressed the media.
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The two provincial ministers made the claim that within a month most, if not all, of the city‘s garbage would be collected an d
disposed of. They promised that the city would look clean and green within a month of the campaign.
According to them, the campaign would gradually be extended to other parts of the province. They urged the media to play its
part in highlighting the campaign and requested that the media portray ‗a soft and positive image of the district and provinc ial
authorities‘.
They informed that the provincial authorities have increased the capacity of the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board
(SSWMB). According to them, the authority currently collects 5,000 tonnes of garbage a day but measures are being taken to
extend SSWMB‘s capacity to 16,000 tonnes a day. A review meeting would soon be held with Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah.
The local government minister said that the district authorities would make temporary Garbage Transfer Stations (GTS)
throughout Karachi where the garbage would be collected and taken to landfill sites. ―At the end of the campaign, the GTS points
would be removed,‖ he said. ―The provincial government is coordinating with all authorities including the mayor, Karachi
commissioner, deputy commissioners, municipal commissioners and the chairperson of DMCs to chalk out a mutual strategy to
address the garbage issues facing the city,‖ he added.
Provincial autonomy
Meanwhile, addressing a press conference on Monday, Ghani and former Senate chairperson Mian Raza Rabbani said that
provincial autonomy could not be obstructed after the approval of the 18th Amendment. They maintained that by approving the
18th Amendment parliament had made clear that federal units have their own rights.
According to them, it was before the approval of the 18th Amendment that the federal government had the right to intervene in a
province‘s internal matters under Clause 2 of Article 149. However, now the federal government has no such authority, they
maintained, adding that now under Article 149, the provincial government could only be instructed but nothing could practically
be done.
―The Sindh government can resolve all issues which the federal government wants to resolve using Article 149,‖ said Ghani.
―The purpose of passing the 18th Amendment was to stop whatever was wrong in the past. I will never allow anyone to roll back
the 18th Amendment,‖ said Rabbani. ―Such planners live in the fool‘s paradise,‖ he added. The senator said that Pakistan could
not afford further instability. Do not ignite linguistic tensions, if its flames spread the whole country will suffer, he said. ―The
federal government does not have a two-third majority so it cannot abolish the 18th Amendment,‖ added the senator. ―The main
element of the country‘s Constitution is the parliamentary system which cannot easily be eliminated.‖
Ghani said that the Karachi committee constituted by the prime minister must work under the Constitution. ―Efforts are being
made to move the country towards the presidential system,‖ alleged Ghani. He claimed that various TV channels were showing
specific parts of Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) Chairperson Bilawal Bhutto Zardari‘s speech under a ‗special agenda‘.
―In his speech, Bilawal provided an analysis of how the PPP strengthened the federation and the country even at the cost of
their lives,‖ said Rabbani. The senator added that Bilawal had made clear that there was no clause in the Charter of Democrac y
which stated that there would be an agreement with the Muttahida Qaumi Movement. Rabbani maintained that it was typical of
the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf government to suppress anyone who raised their voice in this country.
―The people of Sindh would never accept the partition of their province. Those planning to separate Kar achi from Sindh should
keep an eye on regional conditions.‖
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 05, 17/09/2019)

The filth inside
IT has been a summer of filth and infestation. The rubbish was always there, but the usual piles became mountainous, the fetid
pools turned into little ecosystems for enterprising insects, the junk thrown in the lanes
continued to encroach. Then came the rains, and all the filth that was on the roads was
doused, its volume increasing, its new liquefied state enabling it to flow farther and farther.
Filth flowed into homes and huts and encampments and shanties and into the mouths and
bellies of children.
The next episode was Eid-ul-Azha, for which the rains paused for just a bit, while offal was
added to the fetid mix that already sat on city streets. It was no living creature now, but from
it was birthed a fly infestation. Buzzing hordes descended on the streets and the people of
Karachi were accosted by them everywhere they went. Whatever contagion had not been
spread by the sewage or the garbage was now spread by the flies that settled on food and trash and people and babies, forming a
thick dark army deputised to spread disease.
It is not over yet. As the city continues to unravel, some figures have been released by an international organisation whose task it is
to release data about the habitability of the world‘s largest cities. A sum of 140 cities were considered along various metrics and
then ranked. As if in agreement with Karachi‘s inhabitants, the purveyors of this survey ranked the city near last in terms of livability.
The three cities that ranked worse were Damascus, which is a war-zone, Lagos and Dhaka.
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If the war on Syria abates and the garment boom in Bangladesh endures and Lagos is able to dig itself out of its own mess, there is
a chance that Karachi may fall to the very last place on the ranking. There is nothing, it seems, keeping it from accomplishing this
dubious decline, which would confer on the city — if nothing else — the notoriety of being the worst of all.
So despicable is the situation in Karachi that it would not be difficult to construct a compelling dystopian novel using its realities.
There is a belief that is prevalent in the city that these matters of sanitation and sewage and trash pick-up and suppression of
contagion-borne illnesses are simply par for the course. This perspective looks at the fact that the city has endured, where endured
has the singular and simple meaning of simply existing, as an argument for turning away from the state of affairs.
After all, they will nod and say, Karachi has never really been a clean city and what to do if a few die here and a few die there — it
has always been the case. A dirty city, a nonexistent system of cleaning and worse still, disdain for those who would like things to be
better seems to have become the hallmark.
They are wrong. There is a reason that numerous traditions attributed to prominent religious figures from nearly every faith put a
premium on cleanliness. It could even be argued that Islam is particularly concerned with this. The system of five ablutions, of
maintaining a clean environment and ensuring even food safety rules, all point to a particular effort to connect environmental and
physical purity to spiritual strength and faith.
But while this connection is duly given lip service by one and all everywhere in the country, including Karachi, its application is
absent even in situations where it would be considered a requirement. Many of the city‘s mosques have trash heaps right by the
entrance and overflow areas involve little more than rugs or mats laid over, you guessed it, trash. Even as people are bowing in
prayer, many do so over the filth of the city.
So despicable is the situation that it would not be difficult to construct a compelling dystopian novel using its realities. Angry
unrelenting rainstorms, floods of sewage, swarms of flies, epidemics of water-borne diseases and, in the midst of it all, 20 million
souls convincing themselves and each other that this is not yet the end of the world, that things aren‘t really that bad, that other
cities in other countries (three) are just as bad or indeed worse.
To add some comic relief to the plot, one could add the offhand comments of a cabinet minister who has no solutions, but a
penchant for toying with emotions. In this giggle-and-guffaw-inducing episode, he pretends that change is coming, that the powers
of this or that article will permit a new set of faraway rulers to take control of this dystopian kingdom. With these new rulers will come
all that the city has ever wanted — trash pick-up, sewage disposal, efforts to enable better storm drainage, anti-pest measures that
would prevent the infestation of flies and mosquitos and rats — and perhaps then all that they bring with them.
It is only a joke, however. There is no solution for Karachi. The infighting between the various interests in the city, from land
grabbers to trash mafias to callous politicians to the hapless poor, are arranged in such an unfortunate constellation that change
seems unlikely, if not impossible. The worst consequence of this apathy is the normalisation of the abnormal, the proliferation of the
belief that the filth and sewage in the environment exists at a distance and poses no threat to inner peace and spiritual purity.
It is perhaps this last myth that should be attacked and attended to for a while, as there are few in Pakistan who care about the
condition of Karachi; there are many millions more who care about their claims to spiritual purity. A filthy city is a city without a soul,
made up of inhabitants who are losing their souls; if help is considering showing up, it is requested that it please hurry up before it is
too late.
(By Rafia Zakaria Dawn, 08, 18/09/2019)

Waste conundrum
THERE has been fierce criticism by the Sindh government of the prospect of the centre enforcing Article 149 of the Constitution to
fix Karachi‘s infrastructure — primarily solid waste management — and governance issues.
While the federal government and the city‘s mayor are convinced that an ‗emergency‘ prevails,
the Sindh government thinks otherwise.
A committee under the federal law minister is tasked with formulating options to fix Karachi‘s
problems. But it is clear that the provincial government is not interested in solutions that would
question the existing institutional arrangements. However, a lot can be done by these
institutions under existing arrangements provided they swing into action.
The Karachi Metropolitan Corporation is responsible for managing the existing natural drains (nullahs) and the two landfill (read:
dumping) sites. The relevant KMC departments must prepare a public plan of desilting the nullahs and the two rivers of Lyari and
Malir — the parts that fall under its jurisdiction. If done in contractually awarded project mode, it will be costly. A plan must be
prepared to outline the machinery and manpower needed, estimates of the operation cost and the time required to desilt these water
bodies and remove the solid waste.
A proper engineering design to convert the sites into sanitary landfills must be executed without delay. Karachi requires at least one
landfill site in each of its six districts. The Sindh government should carry out studies to identify the sites. Once the process takes
off, financial matters can be addressed by the centre. Surely, the prime minister‘s Karachi package can make room for all this.
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Karachi needs to tackle its mountain of garbage.
The Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) is responsible for managing municipal waste in districts South, East and
Malir. It can be tasked with posting a waste-lifting and disposal plan for each ward in the districts under its control. The shortage of
staff must be remedied so that garbage can be lifted throughout the day. Environmental impact studies to limit public health hazards
are also necessary as is night-time sweeping to transfer street waste to neighbourhood bins. Trucks can collect the garbage early
morning and late evening.
An agreement between the SSWMB and the informal recycling industry for the latter‘s support in separating recyclables from the
waste stream and reducing the volume of waste can yield positive results. Significant investments are needed for waste
management in districts Central, West and Korangi that possess fewer plants, machinery and vehicles.
Once plans and schedules are in the public eye, digital technology can ensure timely monitoring and flow of information. Meanwhile,
both the SSWMB and the district municipal corporations require assistance, for instance, in enhancing the training and capacity of
staff, and support in record keeping and digital technology. Effective surveillance can ensure the protection of water bodies,
including the nullahs and rivers, and save them from illegal waste dumping. The elimination of this practice is essential to enhancing
the quality of water bodies.
The task will only be completed when the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board fixes its trunk sewers, develops box culverts along
rivers and nullahs and ensures total treatment of wastewater by improving the performance of treatment plants. The good news is
that the Sindh government — under the technical advice of the World Bank — is already revamping the organisational structure of
the KWSB.
Waste of all kinds — market, cattle shed, slaughter house, healthcare, electronic, industrial, etc — are some other aspects that
require action. Each category needs a different system. For instance, fruit and vegetable markets generate organic waste that could
be converted into compost after appropriate collection and sorting. Cattle shed waste has the potential to fuel biogas plants or
generate electricity on a small to medium scale. The Sindh government, in collaboration with an international financial institution, is
aiming to develop a 50-megawatt plant along the same lines. Its progress must be sped up.
There are informal enterprises that make organic fertiliser from slaughterhouse waste. These enterprises could be supported to
scale up their production for better revenue. There was a system of healthcare waste management in place a decade ago.
Refrigerated vans and other paraphernalia were deployed by a private contractor under the erstwhile city district government. The
same system can be revived after suitable modifications.
Meanwhile, few public hospitals have functional incinerators. The KMC must revive the apparatus under its ownership and control.
Strict monitoring is required at healthcare units that routinely inject patients with used syringes. As a starting point for hospital waste,
proper disposal of syringes and other medical equipment should be prioritised.
(By Dr Noman Ahmed Dawn, 09, 19/09/2019)

Sindh chief secretary cancels Chinese firm’s garbage-lifting contract over ‘poor performance’
The tall claims of the ruling party and key members of the Sindh cabinet about the state of cleanliness in Karachi suffered a major
blow on Monday when the Sindh chief secretary issued directives to cancel the contract of a Chinese company responsible for lifting
of garbage in one of Karachi‘s six districts for its ―poor performance‖.
The decision came at a meeting presided over by Chief Secretary Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah held to review the performance of the
Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB).
The chief secretary also linked all future funding or payment to Chinese companies with a certificate of deputy commissioners
concerned.
―The chief secretary has expressed his displeasure over performance of the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board and directed its
managing director to cancel the contract of the Chinese company working in district East due to poor performance,‖ said a
statement issued after the meeting. ―The chief secretary also assigned the deputy commissioners to monitor the performance of
Chinese companies and stated that these companies would be provided funds after certification of deputy commissioners
concerned.‖
The chief secretary, it said, also directed the SSWMB to increase the number of dustbins in Karachi.
Directives have been issued to place additional 4,000 dustbins across the city within three days
It was suggested that at least 4,000 dustbins should be placed on various locations of the city within three days.
Mr Shah said that it was high time to make coordinated efforts for cleanliness in the city together with members of civil society,
schoolchildren and scouts amid the ―Blue Jacket‖ campaign launched by the provincial government for Karachi, the statement
added.
Briefing the meeting, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shallwani said multiple events including monsoon rains, Eidul Azha and
Independence Day celebrations made the cleanliness drive a challenge.
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―But despite all hurdles and tough circumstances, the government mobilised all available machinery and manpower. The ongoing
effort will end only after the target is achieved,‖ he said, according to the statement.
Medium-level flood in Indus
The chief secretary presided over another meeting regarding a flood-like situation emerging after India released water into the Sutlej
and Indus rivers without any prior information.
The statement said that the meeting discussed in detail about steps being taken for relief work and precautionary measures.
―Sindh Irrigation Secretary Saeed Ahmed Mangnejo informed the meeting that 400,000 to 500,000 cusecs water is expected in
Sindh and it will be a medium-level flood in Indus River,‖ said the statement. ―The chief secretary has directed all commissioners to
monitor weak points of embankments in different areas of the Indus.‖
He also directed the Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) and district authorities to make sure safe evacuation of the
people from the katcha area if needed and all available resources be utilised to facilitate the people.
The PDMAs of Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa issued flood alerts after India released water into River Sutlej and Alchi Dam.
The Pakistan Meteorological Department also issued a flood/weather advisory.
According to the department, ―Very heavy to extremely heavy rainfall has been observed over the upper and lower catchments of
Rivers Sutlej, Beas and Ravi during the last 72 hours.‖
The chief secretary, the statement said, had also stated that the matter pertaining to the OGDCL bund of Ghotki would be taken up
with the federal government.
The meeting was attended by senior member Board of Revenue, secretaries of irrigation and rehabilitation and Karachi
commissioner. Other divisional commissioners attended the meeting via a video link.
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 15, 20/09/2019)

Sindh govt launches month-long ‘Clean My Karachi’ drive in all districts today
A Sindh government campaign to clean up the provincial capital — dubbed ‗Clean My Karachi‘ — is starting on Saturday in which
over 600 dumper trucks, shovel machines and tractors and 4,000 workers will take part all over the city.
This decision was taken by Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah, who was presiding over a meeting here on Friday to review
arrangements made for the drive.
The chief minister said deputy commissioners had been provided Rs50 million each along with setting up of a temporary Garbage
Transfer Stations (GTSs) in their area and the same garbage would be taken to landfill sites of Gondpas and Jam Chakro by the
Sindh Solid Waste Management Board from the GTSs.
―What we have to do is to clean it once and for all and hand over the cleaned city to DMCs; they will have to maintain it further,‖ he
added.
The deputy commissioners under the guidance of the chief minister have divided garbage lifting work on sub-division level where
the provincial government has provided tractors, loaders, shovels, tractor trolleys and other machinery to deputy commissioners.
The chief minister directed Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Shah to involve all DMCs in the drive.
―I would visit each and every district and will meet chairmen and municipal commissioners in the respective areas,‖ he said and
advised the LG minister to invite Federal Minister Ali Zaidi to visit along with him while adding that ―I‘ll take the mayor with me‖.
He directed the deputy commissioners to try to continue lifting of garbage round the clock so that this gigantic task could be
completed within 30 days.
The commissioners were asked to keep monitoring the dumping of garbage in the temporary GTSs so that they could be transferred
to the landfill sites in time.
The chief minister tasked the local government minister to form a group of two ministers for each district to monitor the work.
The cleanliness drive will cover all districts — Korangi, Malir, Central, West, East and South.
The meeting was attended by the chief secretary, provincial ministers, city commissioner, local government secretary, all deputy
commissioners and other officers concerned.
Chinese support for KCR
In a meeting with outgoing Chinese Consul General in Karachi Wang Yu, Murad Ali Shah urged the Chinese CG to continue support
for the Sindh government for revival of the Karachi Circular Railway (KCR) project.
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―The project has been approved at China Pakistan Economic Corridor-related Joint Cooperation Committee meeting, but it was put
on the back burner. Now, I want you to talk to your government to support the Sindh government to construct KCR,‖ he said.
Mr Yu said he would try his best for revival of the KCR.
The chief minister lauded the efforts of the outgoing consul general in implementation of the CPEC projects.
He also thanked the Chinese government for supporting Pakistan‘s stance on Kashmir and raising voice against Indian atrocities in
Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK).
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 16, 21/09/2019)

Yet another cleanliness drive: ‘Clean My Karachi’ drive kicks off today
Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah has decided to launch a month-long cleanliness drive to clean the city and rid it of the
piles of garbage that have defaced it over the last several months. The ‗Clean My Karachi‘ drive starts today (Saturday) in w hich
over 600 dumpers, tractors and 4,000 workers will participate across the city.
The CM took this decision on Friday while presiding over a follow-up meeting to review the arrangements made for the drive.
The meeting was attended by Chief Secretary Mumtaz Shah, provincial ministers Saeed Ghani, Nasir Shah, Adviser Murtaza
Wahab, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shallwani, Local Government Secretary Roshan Shaikh, all deputy commissioners and
other relevant officials.
―This city of lights has lost its beauty in the heaps of filth and garbage accumulated along the roads and in the streets,‖ said the
CM. ―What we have to do is clean it once and for all and hand over the cleaned city to the DMCs who will have to maintain it
from then on,‖ he added.
The deputy commissioners have each been provided Rs50 million, while temporary Garbage Transfer Stations (GTS) have been
established in each district. The garbage would then be transported to the landfill sites of Gondal Pass and Jam Chakro by th e
Sindh Solid Waste Management Authority.
The deputy commissioners have divided the garbage lifting work on the sub-division level, where the provincial government has
provided tractors, loaders, shovels, tractor trollies and other machinery.
Korangi
Korangi has four sub-divisions that are further divvied into 37 union councils. This district has been provided 29 tractor trollies,
seven loaders along with one dumper and five excavators. They have also hired the services of 100 sanitary workers.
Malir
Malir has three sub-divisions and 13 union councils. It has been provided 16 tractors, 45 dumpers and excavators. The district
has employed the services of 410 workers in addition to the 272 employees of the DMC to lift the garbage.
Central
This district has five sub-divisions and 51 union councils. It has been provided 153 tractor trollies, 51 excavators, 24 dumpers
and six loaders. District Central has established five temporary GTS and the area will be cleaned by 750 workers who have bee n
hired to lift the garbage.
West
District West is made up of seven sub-divisions and 52 union councils. It has been provided 116 dumpers, 10 trolleys, 18 trucker
trolleys, 28 loaders, 10 front loaders, and other machinery. It has been provided 2,500 workers in addition to the employees of
the DMC.
East
This district has four sub-divisions and 31 union councils. It has been provided 107 dumpers, and 22 excavators, besides other
equipment. This district has been allowed to hire the services of 290 workers.
South
The district has six sub-divisions and 31 union councils. It has been provided 29 mini-loaders, 100 dumpers and 51 Suzuki
pickups to transport the garbage to the temporary GTS. The district administration has been allowed to hire the services of 1 ,261
workers in addition to its 1,101 employees. It has established 72 dumping points and 16 temporary GTS.
District Council
The District Council area of Karachi also comprises three sub-divisions – Murad Memon, Gadap and Shah Mureed – and is
spread over 13 union councils. It has been provided 56 dumpers and 20 loaders. The district council has been given 292
workers, in addition to its 104 employees to lift the garbage from the area.
Directives to the DMCs
The chief minister directed the local government minister, Syed Nasir Shah, to involve all the DMCs in the drive. ―I will visit each
district and meet with chairpersons and municipal commissioners in their respective areas,‖ he said. He directed the LG minis ter
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to invite federal minister, Ali Zaidi, to visit the areas with him, adding that he would also invite the mayor to accompany him on
the visits.
Shah directed the deputy commissioners to continue the work round the clock so that the herculean feat could be completed
within 30 days.
The CM also directed the commissioner to monitor the dumping of garbage in the temporary GTS so that they could be lifted to
the landfill sites in time. ―The landfill sites have weighing machines and they will determine how much trash has been lifted in a
day,‖ he said.
The chief minister tasked the LG minister to form a group of two ministers for each district to monitor the cleanliness work. He
also urged the minister to involve Karachi Water and Sewerage Board so that the sewerage system could also be cleaned along
with the garbage lifting drive.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 05, 21/09/2019)

Mayor, chairmen of six DMCs get behind Sindh govt’s cleanliness drive
Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah visited the metropolis to review the progress of the garbage lifting campaign, called Clean
My Karachi, launched by the provincial government on Saturday.
He directed the city administration to remove encroachments beneath flyovers and
impose fines on builders throwing debris of their under-construction buildings on
streets and take strict action against those throwing trash on streets.
―This habit of throwing garbage and dumping debris on streets will not stop by those
who are continuously doing it until and unless heavy fines are imposed on them,‖ he
said.
Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar and members of the provincial cabinet accompanied the chief minister in his visit that lasted for
around five hours.
He visited all six districts of the metropolis and was duly received by the chairman of the district municipal corporation (DMC),
deputy commissioner (DC) and senior superintendent of police (SSP) concerned.
The CM visits parts of the city along with the mayor to monitor the first day of ‘Clean My Karachi’ campaign
Mr Shah began his visit from Shireen Jinnah Colony, where he ordered the commissioner to ask a builder to remove the debris he
had dumped on the road leading to the Ziauddin Hospital.
―If the debris is not removed by tomorrow get construction work on the building stopped and impose a heavy fine,‖ the CM said.
The street along Aga Khan Lab in Clifton Block-2 did not offer a rosy sight as gutters were overflowing, on which the chief minister
asked the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board to clear the area before sunrise on Sunday, or else the engineer concerned would
face the music.
At Shireen Jinnah Colony, Mr Shah visited the makeshift garbage transfer station (GTS) where waste, lifted from across South
district, was being dumped for onward transportation to the designated landfills.
Mr Shah visited Qayyumabad where Maritime Affairs Minister Ali Zaidi met him.
A government spokesman said area people chanted slogans in favour of the chief minister and appreciated him for his initiative.
Mr Shah went to Korangi No 1 in T&T Colony where garbage, lifted from different areas, was being dumped at the GTS. He directed
the Korangi DC to remove encroachments along main streets and improve the drainage system with the help of the KWSB.
He also visited Korangi Industrial Area before leaving for Sohrab Goth and Jamali Pul areas of Karachi East to visit a temporary
GTS set up there.
Heaps of garbage was being removed from Al Azam Square that caused foul smell.
He asked DC East to ensure no trash was thrown on streets and people be given kachra kundis [large garbage bins] to encourage
them to throw trash there.
He went to Liaquatabad No 10 where he was received by DMC Central chairman Rehan Hashmi. He witnessed lifting of garbage
from Liaquatabad and surrounding areas and went to a ground located behind the grid station. The chief minister asked the DC and
DMC chairman to turn the plot into a temporary GTS.
Residents of the area told Mr Shah that they usually burn the trash at which the chief minister asked the administration to take care
of it.
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Karachi generates 16,000 tonnes garbage daily
Later, speaking to reporters, Mr Shah said the establishment of the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) was to help
local governments and make use of garbage for generation of electricity and production of urea.
He said the plan was being implemented as establishment of a power plant was on the cards.
He said when SSWMB was established the city was generating 8,000 tonnes of garbage and DMCs used to lift half of it, leaving a
huge backlog every day.
―At present, Karachi is generating 16,000 tonnes of garbage and the DMCs working with SSWMB are lifting regular trash, yet the
backlog is still there,‖ he said.
He said when SSWMB and DMCs failed to lift the garbage, particularly the backlog, politics on garbage started in the city ―and that
was the time I had to intervene‖.
He said the drive was vigorous and would continue for a month and the ―people will witness the difference‖.
About the backlog, CM Shah said that the people had started filing applications against the SSWMB and a Supreme Courtmandated water commission raised a number of questions against its performance and subsequently the provincial government
stopped payment of errant contractors.
He said the work of SSWMB was affected badly and further slowed down during the three-month interregnum because of 2018
elections. ―All these factors turned the city into a mountain of garbage.‖
The chief minister said the federal government in its Clean Karachi drive had dumped only 23,000 tonnes of garbage at the landfill
while SSWMB lifted 13,000 tonnes of garbage daily.
Mr Shah said he would visit the city daily to get first-hand account on the progress of the drive. Besides, he added, he had tasked
his ministers and the mayor to monitor it as well.
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 15, 22/09/2019)

Land-owning agencies told to ensure proper waste disposal
The Sindh local government department on Thursday asked all land-owning agencies, in addition to the municipal corporations and
councils, in the teeming city to ensure that garbage generated within their remit was duly transported to designated landfills; else,
strict action would be taken against those engaged in garbage-lifting operations, officials said.
The decision to take all land-controlling agencies in the city on board was an integral part of the ongoing garbage-lifting campaign
launched to ensure that no garbage was thrown from one area to another, as commonly complained by several agencies, said
Roshan Ali Shaikh, secretary of the provincial local government department, while presiding over a meeting at his office.
Officials in the department said representatives of Karachi Port Trust, Pakistan Navy, Pakistan Railways and various other agencies
that own land in the city, including cantonments, attended the meeting.
Mr Shaikh said the key aim of the ongoing campaign was that no garbage that had been lifted by anyone involved should be thrown
back in any other area of the city and should reach the designated landfill for proper disposal.
―No garbage lifted from any part of the city should be thrown in another area and that will help us improve the overall situation in the
city,‖ said the official.
He asked all participants in the meeting to ensure coordination with the department regarding details of the garbage lifted from their
jurisdictions.
―The number of vehicles that lift garbage from anyone‘s limit should be informed to us, so that we can arrange similar number of
vehicles from that particular area to landfills,‖ said Mr Shaikh.
Referring to Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah‘s instructions vis-à-vis the campaign, he added that throwing of garbage from the limits of
a land-owning body to another would not be tolerated. Action would be taken against those who were found involved in such
practice.
That action, the meeting participants were informed, could involve arresting staff of the errant vehicles and such vehicles could be
confiscated.
FIRs would be registered against the errant individuals and the agencies.
―Police have already booked some such individuals today,‖ said Mr Shaikh referring to detention of five persons in Korangi Industrial
Area where the area police also confiscated three vehicles filled with garbage that the suspects were allegedly throwing there.
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Almost all participants in the meeting informed the LG secretary that they had outsourced garbage-lifting operations in their
jurisdictions.
KPT‘s representative said they were improving their system regarding lifting of garbage, adding that a good portion of the KPT‘s
land had been encroached upon and garbage generated at the settlements on the encroached land was being lifted by the district
municipal corporation concerned.
Mr Shaikh asked him that it was primary responsibility of the KPT and it should ensure cleanliness in the shanty areas built on its
land.
He asked the Pakistan Railways representative to clean railway tracks across the city and areas in their proximity, adding that a
vigorous campaign should be launched to clean those areas. However, once those localities were cleaned, the provincial
government would evolve a mechanism to maintain hygienic conditions there.
A representative of the Faisal Cantonment Board said they had already organised a weeklong cleanliness drive in their limits.
Besides, they maintained record of daily activity of garbage lifting.
Registrar of the cooperative housing societies said those societies were facing shortage of sanitation staff. At this the LG secretary
asked him to devise a plan in coordination with the Sindh Building Control Authority to make sure total garbage generated in each
society reached landfills.
A representative of the Clifton Cantonment Board said they lifted 400 tonnes of garbage every day from their limit.
(By Hassan Mansoor Dawn, 16, 27/09/2019)

Man held for throwing garbage at open place in Karachi
Sukkan police on Thursday arrested a man over charges of throwing waste at an open place as the provincial government on
Wednesday imposed a ban on such activity as part of an ongoing cleanliness drive in the metropolis.
―The police have apprehended Abdul Jabbar over violation of Section 144,‖ said area SHO Adeel Shah. The officer added that the
held suspect was throwing waste of animals of a cattle pen at an open place when he was detained.
The Sindh home department on Wednesday imposed Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) against throwing of
garbage at open place.
According to a notification, the Karachi commissioner has informed that a cleanliness drive and lifting of solid waste/garbage on the
directive of the chief minister was in full swing and it has been noticed in various parts of the city during the campaign that ―garbage
is haphazardly and indiscriminately being thrown on the streets, which causes public nuisance‖.
(By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Dawn, 15, 27/09/2019)

Two more arrested for open littering in Karachi
The number of people arrested for open littering rose to eight in Karachi, after police claim ed to have arrested two more persons
on Friday for violating the ban on littering, spitting and throwing debris in public places imposed by the Sindh government.
Tipu Sultan Police claimed to have arrested Muhammad Sohail red-handed while he was disposing of garbage on a footpath
near Shahrah-e-Faisal. According to police, Head Constable Zakir, along with other officials, was patrolling the streets in a police
mobile when they saw Sohail dumping garbage next to an eatery, Laziza Chaat Shop.
In another incident, Shahrah-e-Noor Jahan claimed to have caught and booked Musharraf for dumping large quantities of
garbage into a nullah. An FIR under section 188 of the Pakistan Penal Code has been registered against the arrested.
Earlier, on Thursday, Sukhan Police had arrested one person, and Korangi Industrial Area Police another five, for violating the
ban placed on littering public spaces under Section 144 of the Pakistan Penal Code.
In light of the recent ban imposed by the provincial government, Central SSP Arif Aslam Rao has requested the citizens to
dispose of garbage at sites reserved for dumping waste. He said that strict action will be taken against anyone found to be
violating the ban.
Citizens’ woes
While the police continue to take action against throwing garbage on roads, as part of the ‗Clean My Karachi‘ drive, citizens find
themselves in a fix. They complain that the government has not made proper arrangements for dumping garbage at reserved
spots and that legal action is being taken against people violating the ban but no steps have been take to raise awareness about
it.
According to the arrested citizens, they did not know which sites have been reserved by the government for garbage dumping.
The Sindh government should first inform the public about garbage dumping sites and then take legal action against offenders,
they stressed.
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They said that 60% of Karachi is comprised of slums and garbage dumping sites are very few. Also, no proper mechanism has
been set up for door-to-door garbage collection, they added.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 28/09/2019)

World’s dirtiest city
In 1973, Karachi was named as the world‘s dirtiest city. A film clip available on the internet shows open sewers, animals running
astray, mounds of garbage and much more. Houses are poorly constructed or maintained. Nearly 50 years on, not much has
changed. In fact, possibly things may have been better in 1973.
Time and again we have read, heard and discussed what ails this city. Some accuse outsiders of running the city into the
ground. But can we blame everything on others? A popular sentiment is that no one owns
Karachi. One time mayor of the city – Mustafa Kamal, started a drive called ―I own Karachi‖ to
give people some sense of ownership. It met with some success. But with his departure, that
initiative also ended.
Possibly some history of the city may help give context. This is one of the only cities in the world
where outsiders have outnumbered original inhabitants. This happened soon after partition
when Karachi became the capital of Pakistan. In an interview with the late Abdullah J Memon, a
bureaucrat who closely watched the progress of the city, the whole fabric of Karachi changed
within years of partition. The outsiders became the owners and started to put down the original
inhabitants.
The older residents were put on the defensive. In the mid-60‘s, following the India-Pakistan war, a number of Hindu families that
were part and parcel of the city were forced into leaving. They had no intention of doing so but politics prevailed. They had to
emigrate with nothing but the shirt on their backs. If luminaries like LK Advani and Ram Jethmalani, who recently passed away,
were bitter with Pakistan, it was because of how they were forced out.
Since partition, the influx of new people into Karachi has never stopped. While by world standards, it may be one of the leas t
livable cities, by Pakistani standards it is possibly the most welcoming. From those who arrived at the time of partition and kept
on coming for several years on, to people from other parts of Pakistan who settled in phases and also to people from countrie s
as diverse as Burma, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Iran, Karachi has been home for millions.
Despite its chaos and crime, this is a city where people come to seek and make their fortunes. The problem in all this, howev er,
is that no one wants to take responsibility for the city. While some migrants have lived for several generations, there are others
who only want to stay for some years to make money and leave. Little do they realize that despite this, sooner or later – usually
because their children do not want to move, they end up settling too.
There is a transitory feeling to the city. A city with so much history has been unable to build structures or systems. Mafias have
taken over – which may not necessarily be a bad thing. They have provided land, water, power and transport at a time when the
government was unable to do so. But the mafias have been facilitated by the city‘s notoriously corrupt police force which see ms
to have benefitted the most from the city‘s lack of leadership.
Leadership for its part has come in bits and pieces. Time and again well-meaning leaders and movements have come to the fore
– only to fall victims to corruption and power. Whatever the party or government, everyone seems to have made money at the
expense of Karachi.
With this is mind, one can only wonder how the city continues to function. As such the city does not have any real
representatives at the helm of affairs. Everything is by proxy. This is a city where the ruling party, the one that calls the shots,
has little representation from on the ground.
This is Pakistan‘s largest city, but it does not have a proper water supply system, mass transit system, solid and liquid waste
disposal system let alone proper health, education or public utility services. At our Centre for Journalism, located at IBA, we
invited both the mayor of Karachi, Waseem Akhtar, and the minister for local government, Saeed Ghani, to state their case. Both
came and spoke at length and were equally convincing. Who to blame, one asks.
(By Kamal Siddiqi The Express Tribune, 17, 30/09/2019)

Public hospitals have no idea on how to dispose of their waste
There had been a great hue and cry in Karachi and other parts of Pakistan after pictures and videos of tonnes of medical waste
that washed up on Sea View beach circulated on social media last month.
During a regular morning stroll along the beach, Karachi resident Shaneira Akram saw heaps of medical waste, including used
syringes, drips, cannulas, blood and urine bags and used swabs and bandages, along the shoreline.
After Akram took to her Twitter account and requested the authorities to cordon off the area, prompt action was taken by the
police and the municipal authorities to start a cleanliness drive.
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This was, however, not a one-off incident of negligence as the disposal and treatment of medical waste has been a longstanding problem in Pakistan – one that poses a high risk of jeopardising the health of staffers, patients, disposal workers a nd
anyone else coming into contact with the often hazardous materials discarded by hospitals and other healthcare facilities.
Bio-hazard
Medical waste can include a wide range of hazardous materials, such as infectious waste, anatomical and pathological w aste,
obsolete or expired chemical products and pharmaceuticals, radioactive materials and so-called ―sharps‖ – medical instruments
or devices that are no longer used.
To top it all off, there is no readily-available data of disposable waste being generated by each patient‘s bed in public hospitals to
assess the overall quantity of the waste and how it could potentially cause danger if not treated or disposed of in the requi red
manner.
―Throwing untreated medical waste into the sea or out in the open may give rise to diseases and, sadly, there is no institute in
Pakistan through which statistics and figures of medical waste can be gathered to assess the gravity of the situation,‖ Dr As im F
Belgaumi, Chief Medical Officer at the Aga Khan University Hospital (AKUH), told The Express Tribune.
According to sources, the hospitals that come under the provincial department of health and the Karachi Metropolitan
Corporation (KMC) do not even have a record of the amount of waste being produced by them per day, whil e according to health
experts, a single bed in a hospital produces approximately two to three kilograms of disposable waste on a daily basis.
Of all the public hospitals in Sindh, only five teaching hospitals have standard operating procedures to dispose of waste using
scientific methods, including sterilisation and incineration. These hospitals include the Jinnah Postgraduate and Medical Cen tre,
Dr Ruth Pfau Civil Hospital and Lyari Hospital in Karachi, and Liaquat Hospital and Benazir Bhutto University H ospital in
Larkana.
On the other hand, 37 hospitals that come under the administration of the KMC and the Sindh health department still use
‗traditional‘ methods to dispose of medical waste.
While in some hospitals, medical waste is ‗recycled‘ by an organised group through sanitary workers, other hospitals have no
standard procedures to treat the waste. In fact, how and where the waste is dumped is not even known.
These hospitals include the Sindh Government Hospital New Karachi, Sindh Government Urban Health Centre North Karachi,
Sindh Government Liaqatabad Hospital, Sindh Government Saudabad Hospital, Sindh Government Ibrahim Hyderi Hospital,
Sindh Government Children Hospital North Karachi, Sindh Government Qatar Hospital, the Institute of Skin Disease s Regal
Karachi, the Institute of Heart Diseases, and Sobraj Maternity Hospital, among others.
According to the International Institute of Health, 90 per cent of medical waste generated by hospitals is deemed harmless bu t
the remaining 10 per cent is regarded as dangerous which can cause various infections. If not disposed of scientifically, all
medical waste can be hazardous.
The law
In 2005, the Sindh government crafted rules regarding the scientific disposal of medical waste, while in 2012, the rules were
amended under the Environmental Protection Act of 1997. According to the rules, medical waste must be dumped in secure
places according to scientific techniques. Despite the existence of the law, however, most hospitals do not follow the ru les.
Dr Belgaumi, who is also a professor at the Hematology and Oncology department in AKUH, said that following the international
laws, the AKUH has installed various dustbins within the facility where infected waste is dumped.
―The needle of used syringes is first clipped using a clipper and then put in a separate box, while other types of waste generated
by the hospital is dumped in other dustbins,‖ he explained. ―Hazardous waste is treated into an insulator before being dumped .‖
He stressed that the disposal of medical waste is a serious issue and there is a dire need to raise awareness among hospital
staff and the public about it.
―Disposing of medical waste in a non-scientific manner can transfer viruses and bacteria from one place to another. Besides
spreading awareness, the provincial department of health should also form an institute that could maintain data regarding
medical waste,‖ Dr Belgaumi concluded.
(By Tufail Ahmed The Express Tribune, 04, 05/10/2019)

Hospital waste: careless disposal
Lethargy, procrastination and complacency are common traits in all spheres of lif e in developing countries. Experts have long
been warning about the hazards of careless disposal of medical waste as they spread disease -causing germs. The media have
been carrying reports about the hazards of medical waste in their efforts towards raising awareness about the dangers of unsafe
disposal of waste. So far our government and health authorities have not taken satisfactory measures for safe disposal of was te.
Now there is a report that only five government hospitals in Sindh have a standard operating procedure to dispose of waste
using scientific methods, including sterilisation and incineration. The report says hospitals that come under the provincial health
department and the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation do not have a record of the amount of waste being generated by them per
day.
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Health experts estimate that a single bed in a hospital produces two to three kgs of disposable waste on a daily basis. Accor ding
to the International Institute of Health, 90 per cent of medical waste is harmless, and only the remaining 10 per cent is
hazardous. However, all hospital waste is dangerous, so hazardous waste should be disposed of scientifically. In Sindh, there
are government-approved rules for safe disposal of hospital waste. Unfortunately, most hospitals do not follow the rules. The
government should ensure strict enforcement of the rules. Every hospital should have an incinerator and other equipment for
safe disposal of hazardous waste. It is mostly seen that hospital waste is dumped in the backyards of hospitals. The lack of
proper equipment at hospitals might be due to cost-cutting measures or complacency.
There are reports of unscrupulous elements carrying out recycling of hazardous waste. Besides other things, hospital waste is
recycled into baby diapers exposing infants to dangerous illnesses. Recently, there were reports of hospital waste accumulating
at the Karachi shore. We do not know whether any permanent arrangements have been made to stop the practice of dumping
waste near the sea.
(By Editorial The Express Tribune, 16, 06/10/2019)

Solid waste disposal
Recent reports suggest that the World Bank has agreed to work with the Sindh government to make the Sindh Solid Waste
Management Board (SSWMB) more effective. The news that Sindh has a garbage collection body comes as a surprise for many
Pakistanis. Most people, who have had the pleasure of passing by the Korangi River, would dismiss the report as fake news, but
it is true. The SSWMB is indeed a real organisation with real staff. It is just difficult to prove whether or not it actually does any
work. The board has had more than enough time to become effective, yet it has been unable to expand beyond Karachi. Little
surprise that even the courts have been unimpressed by its performance.
The agreement with the World Bank would increase SSWMB‘s capacity in a phased expansion across Sindh. The first phase
would see work start in divisional headquarters and then in district headquarters. It is highly unfortunate that even this ha d not
been initiated by the incumbent provincial government, which has ruled the province for over a decade. The World Bank‘s
country chief has said that solid waste management experts will help the Sindh government prepare a detailed plan to improve
the body in terms of management and efficiency in solid waste disposal, while also making it self-sufficient. This will be
challenging, as media reports suggest the board has outsourced much of its work in Karachi to Chinese companies at several
times the rates charged by local operators.
The performance of the foreign companies also comes into question as the garbage problems that have plagued the city for
years are still very much there. As for shifting garbage to dumps, half of the city‘s garbage transfer stations are not even
operational, according to a media report last month. Also, the previous SSWMB head had claimed that the board had been given
less than half of its allocated budgets in the past two years, which would imply that cleanliness is not next to godliness in the
eyes of the government.
(By Editorial The Express Tribune, 16, 09/10/2019)

WB to pay $10m for landfill site to be spread over 500 acres
The World Bank has agreed to allocate $10 million for capacity building, technical expertise and construction of a new landfill site
over an area of 500 acres on the outskirts of the city for the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB).
This agreement came to the fore during a meeting held here on Wednesday at the CM House between Chief Minister Syed Murad
Ali Shah and an eight-member WB delegation led by Dr Sameh Naguib Wahba. The CM was assisted by P&D Chairperson Naheed
Shah and others.
The CM said that SSWMB was a new organisation. As such there was a dire need to operate it on scientific lines with all necessary
machinery and staff.
Responding to the chief minister‘s brief, Dr Wahba said that there was a provision for solid waste management in the Karachi
Neighbourhood Improvement Programme and agreed to allocate $10m for the landfill site.
City neighbourhood improvement programme also discussed with WB team
Sindh Resilience Project
During the meeting the WB team and the chief minister also discussed the Rs9,984m Sindh Resilience Project under which
irrigation works, including six smalls dams, would be constructed.
This project deals with flood protection, small recharge dams to address drought and flash-flooding risks and to provide technical
assistance to the irrigation department. Work on dams at Konkar, Jungshahi, Sabusan and Sankar, Bansar/Rathi, Naig have been
achieved by 77 per cent. These dams are located in Malir, Jamshoro, Thatta, Sujawal, Dadu, Matiari and Tharparkar districts.
The World Bank team said that with the construction of a dam in Malir, the water table had been improved tremendously from 400
feet to 100 feet after current rains. A similar effect of the recent rains would be in the Kohistan and Tharparkar areas. Under the
SRP the other activities, which are being initiated include development of disaster management information system, establishment
of provincial emergency operational system, establishment of mobile units, disaster/emergency communication system, heatwave
resilience through urban forestation, agriculture hazards assessment, vulnerable assessment of industrial hazard disaster, schoolbased disaster risk management, early warning system and sea intrusion assessment.
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KNIP
Under the Karachi Neighbourhood Improvement Programme, its project director Dr Kazi Kabir briefed the World Bank team that
development works around the Arts Council had been started where work on the drainage system was in progress and the road in
front of the Arts Council had been constructed while work on the parking lot in front of National Museum was in progress.
Clean city drive
The chief minister, presiding over another meeting regarding the ongoing garbage lifting drive in the city, directed the district
administration of Karachi to expedite the cleanliness drive and submit their proposals for making it sustainable, otherwise the entire
exercise would fail to make any impact.
The CM was told that from Sept 21 to Oct 8, 450,896.51 tonnes of garbage had been lifted by the deputy commissioners and the
SSWMB.
When told that some of the roads which had developed craters and had overflowing gutters did not give a clean look despite lifting
of garbage from the area, the chief minister directed the managing director of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board to start
improving the sewerage system. ―First, you have to improve your sewerage lines and then I would start construction of roads there,‖
he said.
Mr Shah directed the local government minister to ask the KWSB to prepare a detailed overhauling plan of the sewerage system
and submit it to him in the next meeting.
(By Our Staff Reporter Dawn, 16, 10/10/2019)

Murad proposes door-to-door garbage collection by DMCs
To make the ongoing cleanliness drive sustainable, Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah on Saturday asked the local
government department to seek proposals from district municipal corporations (DMCs) for door-to-door garbage collection through
local contractors so that the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) could be assigned to collect the refuse from dustbins
before its formal disposal.
Mr Shah issued the directives while presiding over a meeting to review progress of the month-long garbage lifting drive and make it
sustainable to keep the city clean.
Labour Minister Saeed Ghani, CM‘s Adviser Murtaza Wahab, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shallwani and other relevant officials
attended the meeting.
The chief minister said the actual issue was door-to-door collection of garbage and throwing it into dustbins. He added DMCs were
responsible for cleanliness work and door-to-door collection of garbage be assigned to DMCs with the directive to outsource it [frontend garbage lifting] and monitor the contractors‘ efficiency.
He asked the LG secretary and commissioner to sit with the chairmen of DMCs along with deputy commissioners concerned to
discuss the proposal and submit recommendations to him.
Deputy commissioners claim to have lifted around 80pc to 90pc of city’s garbage backlog
―Elsewhere in the world, garbage is not lifted door-to-door but people go to dump their garbage bags into dustbins placed at the
corners of their streets or into the vehicles which visit the areas once or twice a week,‖ he said.
He added that the people did not demonstrate similar attitude of responsible citizens in the country and generally threw the trash
outside their homes.
Recruitment of sanitary workers allowed
DMCs‘ chairmen told the chief minister that most of their refuse vans and related machinery were out of order and they should be
repaired for front-end collection.
Mr Shah directed the finance secretary to arrange funds required and release them forthwith. He asked the LG secretary to prepare
and send a summary for repairing of the vehicles of the DMCs and District Council Karachi in three days.
DMCs‘ officials said most of their funds were being deducted at source to pay their electricity bills, thus they were facing serious
problems.
The chief minister asked secretaries of finance, energy and LG to hold a meeting with K-Electric and reconcile those electricity bills
so that their genuine metre-reading could be made.
―Installation of meters is very important because average reading has no basis of consumption,‖ he said.
On the request of the DMCs, Mr Shah allowed them to appoint sweeping staff on a daily wage basis. ―I know DMCs are facing
shortage of sweeping staff, therefore recruitment of sanitary workers be made on daily wages basis or through contractors.‖
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The meeting was informed that a slaughterhouse spreading over 50 acres was lying redundant in Malir.
The chief minister said it meant slaughtering of animals across the city was taking place illegally.
He asked the LG secretary to discuss it with Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar and make the slaughterhouse functional and operate it on
a professional basis.
Repair of dilapidated roads, street ordered
The meeting was informed that certain streets constructed recently had been dug out again for laying of utility cables, etc.
―I have noticed that a portion of newly constructed University Road has been dug out and has not been repaired after laying of utility
cables. I will take strict action against officers concerned who have failed to get the street reconstructed,‖ he said, adding that he
would take with him Mayor Akhtar on Sunday (today) to visit the University Road.
―If found unrepaired I would take action [against those responsible] then and there,‖ said Mr Shah.
The chief minister was told that all six districts had lifted 283,319 tonnes of garbage from Sept 21 to Oct 11. The drive would
continue till Oct 21 and then the cleanliness work had to be sustainable.
In a report, the deputy commissioners said around 80 to 90 per cent of backlog of the garbage in the city had been lifted and the
remaining backlog would be cleared by Oct 21.
The chief minister said he had received a number of complaints about overflowing gutters at Malir-15 Bridge causing wide craters on
the road.
The KWSB chief said that the Karachi Development Authority was busy working there and with completion of their work old lines of
gutters would be replaced with new ones before reconstruction of the road. He said all that would be done within two weeks.
Mr Shah issued directive to the deputy commissioners to plant neem trees in the areas from where garbage was being cleared.
(By Our Staff Reporter Dawn, 15, 13/10/2019)

Sindh CM reviews disposal of garbage from Karachi
Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah has directed the local government department to seek proposals from the district mu nicipal
corporations (DMCs) to undertake door-to-door garbage collection through local contractors. The directive was issued on
Saturday as the CM presided over a meeting to review the progress of the month-long garbage lifting campaign initiated by the
Sindh government. This step is reportedly being taken in order to make the campaign sustainable. The Sindh Solid Waste
Management Authority (SSWMA) would then be assigned to collect garbage from the dustbins and dispose of it at the
designated landfill sites.
Sindh Information, Archives and Labour Minister Saeed Ghani, Adviser to CM on Law, Environment and Coastal Development
Barrister Murtaza Wahab, Principal Secretary to CM Sajid Jamal Abro, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shalwani, Local
Government Secretary Roshan Shaikh, SSWMA Director General Asif Ikram, Karachi Water and Sewerage Board Managing
Director Asadullah Khan, the chairpersons of all DMCs and all deputy commissioners attended the meeting.
Garbage collection
The CM was informed that around 283, 319 tonnes of garbage was lifted from all six districts during the period from September
21 to October 11. The drive is to continue till October 21 and cleanliness work from then onwards has to be made sustainable.
The report submitted by deputy commissioners and DMC chairpersons stated that roughly 80 to 90 per cent of the accumulated
garbage has been lifted while the remaining would be cleared by October 21, 2019.
The CM concluded during the meeting that the actual problem arose with garbage being accum ulated at the designated dustbins
after door-to-door collection. He said that as the DMCs were responsible for cleanliness work they could be assigned door -todoor garbage collection, with directives to outsource it, and then monitor contractors to keep their assigned area neat and clean.
Shah directed the local government secretary and the commissioner to coordinate with the DMC chairpersons and respective
deputy commissioners to work out a proposal. They were directed to submit the proposal to him for approval.
―I have seen all over the world that garbage is not lifted door-to-door but people of the area go to dump their garbage bags into
dustbins placed at the corner of their street or handover to vehicles which visit the area once or twice a week,‖ s aid the CM,
while adding that the people of our country did not demonstrate a responsible attitude towards throwing domestic trash.
Logistical issues
All of the DMC chairpersons told the CM that most of their garbage collection vehicles and machinery were in need of repair.
They said that the equipment needed to be repaired and maintained if it was to be used for front -end collection. Shah directed
the finance secretary to release the necessary funds and asked the local government secretary to send a summa ry on the
repairs by Tuesday.
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The DMC chairpersons informed the CM that most of their funds were deducted at-source for the payment of their electricity
bills. The CM directed the secretaries of the finance, energy and local government departments to meet with K-Electric with
regards to unpaid bills and meter installations.
Shah accepted the request of DMC chairpersons to appoint sweeping staff on a daily-wage basis.
Slaughterhouse
It was pointed out during the meeting that a slaughterhouse in Malir built on 50 acres of land was lying redundant. The CM said
that this meant that the slaughtering of animals across the city was taking place illegally. He directed the local government
secretary to discuss the matter with Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar and make arrangements to make the slaughterhouse
functional.
Dilapidated roads
Another issue brought up during the meeting was of roads being dug out to lay utility cables or for other reasons. ―I have no ticed
that a portion of the newly constructed University Road has been dug out and hasn‘t been repaired since,‖ said the CM. He
vowed to take action against any officer who fails to get the road reconstructed. He said he would tour the city on Sunday al ong
with the Karachi mayor and take action for every road found unrepaired.
Overflowing gutters
The CM said that he had received a number of complaints pertaining to overflowing gutters at the Malir 15 Bridge. He said tha t
wide craters had formed in the area. The KWSB managing director told Shah that the Karachi Development Authority (KDA) was
working there and after completion of their work, KDA would replace old gutter lines with new ones and reconstruct the road.
This would be done within the next 15 days, said the managing director.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 13/10/2019)

CM promises continuity of cleanliness drive
The month-long ‗Clean My Karachi‘ campaign launched by Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah ended on Monday.
During the campaign, 979,941 tonnes of garbage had been lifted from the metropolis, the CM said, adding that the effort would
continue in the shape of a shared responsibility to be made with all stakeholders.
He was chairing a meeting to review the progress of the garbage-lifting work assigned to deputy commissioners here at the CM
House.
Local Government Minister Syed Nasir Shah briefed the chief minister about the ―successful‖ campaign.
The briefing said with a population of at least 23 million, Karachi produces 14,000 to 16,000 tonnes of solid waste on a daily basis.
There are 20-plus agencies, including cantonment boards, Port Qasim Authority, Pakistan Railways, district municipal corporations
(DMCs) Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSMWB), etc, trying to manage the city‘s waste.
The primary responsibility of solid waste management lies with the local councils in the administrative jurisdiction of the provincial
government.
Says during the past one month, 979,941 tonnes of garbage lifted from the metropolis
The chief minister said that the total outlay of DMCs in 2013-14 was Rs5.74 billion, which was increased to Rs13.79bn. However,
solid waste management remained sub-optimal. Therefore, to augment the performance, the government had established the
SSWMB and later entered a seven-year management contract with Chinese companies in four districts, at a cost of $52 million.
Before the establishment of SSWMB, the total solid waste lifted and disposed at landfill sites was not more than 5,000 tonnes per
day. After the board‘s establishment, the figure reached 13,000 tonnes per day. However, the backlog still continued to accumulate,
especially in the districts where SSWMB did not operate. These districts are Central, Korangi and West.
During the month-long drive, 62 temporary garbage transfer stations (GTS) were established. Until Oct 20, the estimated solid waste
collected at these GTSs was 370,504 tonnes.
Spelling out the way forward to keep the city clean, the chief minister has given long- and short-term plans.
New landfill at Dhabeji
The long-term plan includes establishment of six GTS and development of two landfill sites and their scientific improvement.
These schemes have an estimated cost of Rs2.8bn against which Rs1bn has been allocated this year. The development of a 3,000acre landfill site at Dhabeji is also on the cards as the allotment of land is under process with the Board of Revenue.
The chief minister also directed SSWMB to modernise citizens‘ complaints redressal system and to develop GIS mapping of dump
sites.
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He also directed the LG department and SSWMB to take steps to start medical and industrial hazardous waste management
projects.
Under the short-term plan, the chief minister approved Rs88m for DMC Korangi, Central, West and District Council Malir to enable
them to continue their operation. This money will be utilised for repair of machinery, equipment, etc, under the supervision of DCs.
The CM has already given permission to DMCs (West, Korangi and Central) to either outsource the collection of solid waste to local
contractors or hire sanitation staff if they want.
Mr Shah assigned the Karachi commissioner to take businesses, shopkeepers, traders on board and develop a shared
responsibility mechanism with them.
He issued directive to DCs to identify land/areas for construction of at least two permanent GTSs in each district. The SSWMB,
DMCs and DCs would bring on board informal front-end garbage collectors and develop guidelines for them.
On the directives of the chief minister, the SSWMB would provide waste bins/katchra kundis at places already identified by DCs
during the cleanliness drive.
(By Newspaper Staff‘s Reporter Dawn, 16, 22/10/2019)

Promises, promises: Karachi not so clean after CM’s hyped-up drive
When the Sindh chief minister launched the ambitious ‗Clean My Karachi‘ campaign in September the promise was that it would
leave the metropolis spotless.
―What we have to do is clean it [Karachi] once and for all, and hand over the cleaned city to
the DMCs [district municipal corporations], who will have to maintain it from then on,‖ the
chief minister vowed as he sold the dream of a spick and span Karachi to citizens.
In the days after, some 600 dumpers and 4,000 workers were deployed across the
provincial capital. For a month, they endeavored to restore the once lost beauty of the city
by the sea. Organisers of the campaign, which culminated on October 21, claimed to have
lifted around 979,941 tonnes of garbage from across the city‘s six districts.
Ground realities
However, while the dream may have been sweet, the slumber was shortlived. The reality appears far from the promises which
were made. ―The campaign seems to have died down. The intensity of garbage lifting has come to an end and garbage is yet
again being dumped across the city rather than landfill sites,‖ lamented Urban Resource Center (URC) Joint Director Zahid
Farooq.
―Officials said that around two million tonnes of garbage had piled up in the last ten years and that they lifted 979,000 tonnes in
the recent drive. I am a little confused about how they ascertained this figure and what will be the fate of the remaining mi llion
tonnes of garbage?‖
Farooq said that even if the chief minister‘s intentions were sincere, the idea to limit the project to a month‘s time given the
limited resources is what likely sabotaged the campaign. ―The lack of coordination between the Sindh governmen t, local bodies,
cantonment boards and other federal authorities and departments working in Karachi, is also a factor.‖
Addressing the lack of perceptible change in the days after the campaign, residents of the city‘s coastal belt complained tha t
they continue to face the same issues. According to them, despite the waste that was removed, garbage is still being dumped
along the coast and being washed into the sea.
―A few days ago this activity was stopped. But now trucks coming from Korangi, Landhi and Qu aidabad loaded with debris and
garbage are offloaded on main roads inside localities,‖ said a representative of Karachi‘s fishing community, Kamal Shah.
‘Empower local bodies’
Central Municipal Corporation Chairperson Rehman Hashmi, on the other hand, disputed the Sindh government‘s claim of
removing a little short of a million tonnes of garbage. He argued that the Sindh government would have done much better to
empower DMCs to carry out this and other local government functions.
―After 30 days of supposed zealousness, the Sindh government is missing again with plenty of work still to be done. Instead of
this entire exercise, they should have utilised the Rs50 million allocated for each DMC to empower the local bodies. This
campaign will be eyewash unless DMCs and UCs [union councils] along with the KMC [Karachi Metropolitan Corporation] are
empowered,‖ he said.
Prior efforts
This is not the first time that the powers that be have played with Karachiites‘ feelings on the matter of cleanliness. Befor e the
Sindh government-led drive, the federal government-backed ‗Let‘s Clean Karachi‘ campaign also promised to have the
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metropolis spotless after two weeks. However, the drive was estimated to cost around Rs1.7 billion, which the organisers
attempted to crowd-fund. The campaign‘s manpower requirements were also fulfilled by 5,000 volunteers.
Although the centre-led campaign was backed by celebrities like Faisal Qureshi, Anwar Maqsood, Fakhr-e-Alam, Salman
Ahmad, members of the pop band Strings and Veena Malik, the enthusiasm was shortlived and the lack of funds was the last
straw that broke the campaign‘s back.
Moving forward
Despite what appear to be lacklustre attempts, Sindh authorities are confident their approach can sustainably ameliorate
Karachi‘s perennial garbage crisis. Local Governments Secretary Roshan Ali Khan told The Express Tribune that senior
provincial officials and public representatives have held several meetings with various departments and cantonment authoritie s
over the issue.
―This [Clean My Karachi] campaign was part of an integrated, comprehensive solid waste management plan. Karachi produces
around 14,000 tonnes of solid waste every day and till September this year, hardly 7,000 tons was being lifted to landfill si tes.
We have not closed this gap yet but the government has plans to introduce scientific landfill sites and high-tech modern garbage
transfer stations which will significantly affect Karachi‘s waste management crisis,‖ Roshan said.
According to him, the grand project valued at Rs1.6 billion also includes plans to build Pakistan‘s biggest landfill site at Dhabeji
which is predicted to meet the city‘s garbage needs for the next century-and-a-half. ―The 3,000-acre landfill site will also feature
a neem tree forest, which will counter harmful gases emanating from the waste,‖ he said.
URC Joint Director Farooq, however, insisted the Dhabeji landfill is nothing revolutionary. ―Former Karachi administrator Fah imul
Zaman also launched a train to ferry garbage to Dhabeji via the Circular Railway but that initiative failed,‖ he pointed out.
Even so, the chief minister has claimed several short and long-term plans are in the works to fix Karachi‘s garbage crisis. He has
announced that his government has set aside Rs88 million for the Central, West, Malir and Korangi DMCs and vowed that there
will be no compromise of cleaning up the city.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune, 04, 26/10/2019)

CM Murad grants DMCs Rs88m to carry out cleanliness work
In a bid to make the month-long Clean My Karachi campaign drive sustainable, Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah
ordered the disbursal of Rs88 million on Tuesday to three district municipal corporations (DMCs) and the Karachi district council
to get their machinery repaired and begin cleanliness work.
Presiding over a meeting to review the results of the month-long cleanliness drive that ended on October 21, the CM said that
the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) was working in three districts – South, East and Malir, and hence it was
responsible for cleanliness in these areas. Funds were released for Korangi, Central and West district DMCs as well as the
district council so the DMCs could begin work in their respective areas.
Shah directed to release Rs17 million for Korangi district, Rs22m for West, Rs37m for Central district and Rs12m for the Kara chi
District Council.
Sindh Chief Secretary Mumtaz Ali Shah, Information, Archives and Labour Minister Saeed Ghani, Local Government Minister
Nasir Shah, Adviser to CM Barrister Murtaza Wahab, Principal Secretary to CM Sajid Jamal Abro, Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar
Shalwani, Local Government Secretary Roshan Shaikh, SSWMB Managing Director Asif Ikram, Karachi Water and Sewerage
Board Managing Director Asadullah Khan, all deputy commissioners and chairpersons of the DMCs attended the meeting.
The CM directed SSWMB to take action against the Chinese firms, which were contracted to pick up g arbage if they fail to
deliver. ―The provincial government is paying the [Chinese] firms, therefore, the work must be done to the satisfaction of
citizens‖. He told the meeting that the firms went on strike after the month-long campaign ended. ―This is a deliberate attempt to
turn the city filthy once again which is not acceptable at any cost,‖ said the CM.
The CM further directed the DMC chairpersons to delegate sweeping and front -end collection work to the union council level as
the union councils are smaller units and the relevant staff, and union council chairpersons can ensure proper cleaning in their
respective areas easily. Supervision work, on the other hand, was assigned to DMC chairpersons.
Meanwhile, the deputy commissioners were directed to declare ‗model areas‘ for cleanliness and hygiene and to keep expanding
the parameters of these areas.
The CM said that he was still receiving complaints of shopkeepers and restaurants throwing their trash on the roads. He direc ted
the deputy commissioners to warn market associations and then begin taking action against delinquents. Similarly, the meeting
decided to bound builders to dispose of their debris and construction material at their own expense or pay a fine on it.
The deputy commissioners and DMC chairpersons were further directed to develop at least two garbage transfer stations (GTS)
in their respective districts.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 05, 30/10/2019)
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Commissioner warns Chinese firms contracted to clean city
Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Shalwani issued a warning to the Chinese companies hired for cleaning garbage in the districts
according to their agreement with the Sindh government. Chairing a meeting in his office on Wednesday to review the
cleanliness situation in the city, Shalwani warned the Chinese companies that action would be taken against them according to
the law if they did not fulfill their responsibilities.
Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) Managing Director Asif Ikram, all deputy commissioners and all municipal
commissioners of the district municipal commissions (DMCs) attended the meeting which also discussed the performance of the
Chinese companies during the recent cleanliness campaign carried out by the Sindh government. The representatives of both
the Chinese companies which have been hired were also present in the meeting.
Ikram and the deputy commissioners of South, East and Malir districts briefed the commissioner on the non-implementation of
the contract. They told Shalwani that the companies were not fulfilling their responsibilities of lifting and disposing of ga rbage in
the districts they have been hired for.
Shalwani said that the Sindh chief minister has directed the city administration to ensure the implementation of the contract
signed with the Chinese companies. ―The CM wants the city clean and the system of cleanliness in the city improved,‖ he said.
The meeting also expressed dissatisfaction over the reply by the Chinese companies. Lack of cleanliness on roads, streets,
neighbourhoods, and footpaths in the designated districts was pointed out.
South Deputy Commissioner Syed Salahuddin Ahmed said that one of the companies had failed to provide required dust bins,
equipment and machinery.
Shalwani asked the representatives of the Chinese companies to adhere to the agreement of making the city clean, warning that
action would be taken against them otherwise. He directed the companies to work in coordination with the district administration
and SSWMB.
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 31/10/2019)

Sindh govt has nothing to do with cleaning of cities & towns, minister tells PA
The Sindh Assembly was informed on Tuesday that the provincial authorities had received requests from local governments of
Sukkur and other cities of Sindh to help contract out cleaning works to Chinese companies
as was arranged in three of Karachi‘s districts.
―The Sindh Solid Waste Management Board has received such requests from the municipal
bodies in Sukkur and other districts of Sindh in which they have sought the provincial
authorities‘ help to contract out cleaning of those cities by private Chinese companies as
being practiced in Karachi,‖ said Information Minister Saeed Ghani while discussing a
resolution moved by Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf‘s Bilal Ahmed.
The resolution raised the issue of the persistent problem of garbage in the city, asking the
provincial government to get the SSWMB to expedite its efforts in cleaning Karachi once and for all.
The house unanimously adopts a private resolution asking the govt to take effective steps for collecting garbage in Karachi
Mr Ghani said sanitation and cleaning was the mandate of the municipalities concerned in the city and elsewhere in the province.
However, the provincial government was there just to ―facilitate‖ them.
―The provincial government has nothing to do with the cleaning of cities and towns in Sindh. Our government in 2014 had made a
law which formed the SSWMB to facilitate the district municipal corporations in Karachi and other parts of Sindh to ensure
sustainable cleaning of the cities, which had been a long-standing problem,‖ he said.
He said SSWMB had helped four out of six DMCs in Karachi to ink contracts with Chinese companies for cleaning of the
neighbourhoods that fell within their limits.
―The Sindh government or the SSWMB cannot on their own grant contracts to the sanitation companies. The law requires every
municipal body, in this case elected councils of DMCs, to pass resolutions to allow the board to mediate in such contracts.‖
Without elaborating, the minister said the contract given to a Chinese company to clean DMC West had been rescinded. However,
other companies were engaged in the work involving sanitation and lifting of garbage in other three districts — Karachi South, East
and Malir.
―The hygiene profile of these three districts is better than the ones where no private company is involved,‖ he claimed.
He said in July the provincial government had ordered SSWMB to support the districts where DMCs were themselves engaged in
cleaning.
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CM’s Clean Karachi initiative praised
He said a recent initiative of the chief minister to clean Karachi was mainly aimed at lifting the backlog of garbage strewn across the
city. However, what was more important to undertake was the removal of the debris that had become a common sight across many
streets and neighbourhoods.
He said construction debris was increasing along streets since people were dumping it without proper disposal.
―That initiative taken on the instructions of the chief minister was extremely important, as it was very hard to rid the city of piles of
garbage and mountains of construction debris,‖ he said.
The minister said the government had instructed the SSWMB to make sure that the performance of the Chinese companies in three
districts of Karachi should further improve.
Besides, he added, the three DMC, which had allowed the private companies to work in their limits, would be permitted to oversee
the work of the sanitation companies on their own and guide them for proper disposal of garbage.
He said the private companies had been mandated with manual and mechanical sweeping, door-to-door collection of garbage and
its proper disposal.
However, the companies were charging for only those jobs which they were doing and by no means, the Chinese companies were
being paid without proper oversight.
―There are committees which recheck the works undertaken by the Chinese companies before making payments. Almost routinely,
the invoices are slashed and deductions are made after rechecking of their works. Sometimes, even penalties are imposed on them
for any deficiencies,‖ he claimed.
Mr Ghani said despite several actions taken by the provincial government there were several factors involved which hindered
smooth garbage disposal in the city.
He said he would recommend getting union councils and union committees involved in sanitation works.
PA asks govt to improve garbage collection
Earlier, the mover said there was just 883 tonnes of garbage being lifted from the city on a daily basis, while just Karachi East
produced more than 1,200 tonnes of garbage.
He said little was being done vis-à-vis manual sweeping while polythene bags were not being supplied to households.
He asked why SSWMB was contracting out lifting of garbage in Karachi and not other cities and towns of Sindh.
PTI‘s Khurrum Sher Zaman claimed garbage was not being collected from doorsteps despite government‘s claims.
He said the population of dogs was increasing in the city because piles of garbage offered them suitable environment to grow in
number.
Deputy Speaker Rehana Leghari put the resolution before the house and got it passed unanimously.
The resolution demanded the Sindh government to take appropriate and sustainable measures for collecting garbage from Karachi.
15 of 31 Congo fever cases died this year
Earlier, the chair deferred an adjournment motion tabled by Mr Sher Zaman in which he called for a debate on the rising incidence of
Congo-Crimean haemorrhagic fever (CCHF).
He claimed some 39 cases of the CCHF were reported this year while 10 of them had died.
Health Minister Azra Pechuho said some 31 such cases had been reported this year and 15 of them had died.
She said the virus particularly affected people during the Eidul Azha days as 14 CCHF cases were reported during those days
alone.
The chair deferred further debate on admissibility of the motion as the mover wanted to listen to the minister for livestock who was
absent.
Later, ruling PPP‘s Riaz Sheerazi asked the provincial government on a point of order to play its part in construction of barrage by
the federal government in the coastal area on a suitable location.
He said the present designs as shared by certain federal authorities with him showed the regulator would be built 50 kilometres
away from the distance that could protect the lands from the sea.
He said the sea had already devoured millions of acres of coastal districts.
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Nadir Magsi said the provincial government should, in the first place, be questioned why it had allowed the barrage on that location.
Parliamentary Affairs Minister Mukesh Chawla said he would inquire about it further.
(By Hassan Mansoor Dawn, 15, 06/11/2019)

Protesting workers dump garbage in front of KMC building in Karachi
A large number of protesting workers of the city‘s municipal administration created chaos for commuters for hours on Tuesday when
they obstructed all four gates of the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation‘s head office by dumping all kinds of trash.
The KMC workers unloaded trucks of garbage in front of the gates at around 10am. They were protesting against non-payment of a
15 per cent increase in the salaries of 14,000 current employees and pensions of 22,000 retired employees as announced by the
provincial government in July.
KMC workers‘ union president Zulfiqar Ali Shah said that they had given a 48-hour deadline to the KMC administration to disburse
the increased amount to them. ―The administration would be responsible for the situation if our demands are not met before the
deadline,‖ he warned.
Witnesses said that the protesting workers, who also chanted slogans against the KMC administration and Mayor Wasim Akhtar, did
not let the KMC clear the garbage till 3pm, although several trucks reached the spot for garbage removal from M.A. Jinnah Road.
Sources said that the KMC had requested the Sindh Solid Waste Management Board for removal of the garbage from the four gates
of the head office, but to no avail as the SSWMB refused to take any action apprehending damage to their vehicles by the
protesters. Later, the garbage was removed by the KMC.
They said that the workers had also planned to litter the main roads and residence of government officials if their demands were not
met.
The sources said that the workers had also planned to dump garbage in front of the Chief Minister House to press for their
demands.
A KMC spokesman said that the municipal administration could not pay the raised amount to the workers due to shortage of funds.
(By Newspaper‘s Staff Reporter Dawn, 16, 13/11/2019)

Sepa asks 64 hospitals to submit waste management plans
The Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (Sepa) has issued notices to 64 hospitals across the province this month, directing
them to submit their waste management plans in writing.
The notices have been issued to 15 hospitals in Karachi, 29 in Sukkur, 10 in Larkana, three in Hyderabad and seven in Mirpurkhas.
―So far, representatives of 10 hospitals in Karachi have appeared before Sepa director general and briefed him about the hospital
waste disposal mechanism they are following while others are being called for a personal hearing,‖ said Sepa spokesperson
Mujtaba Baig.
The hospitals found violating Section 14 of the Sindh Environmental Protection Act 2014 would be taken to task as per rules, he
added.
It is important to mention that unsafe disposal of medical waste is a serious public health and environmental issue in Sindh as the
majority of hospitals, clinics, maternity homes and laboratories lack a proper mechanism to safely collect and dispose of their waste.
The highly hazardous refuse, sources said, was largely sold to contractors, unsafely dumped within neighbourhoods or, in a few
cases, taken to decades-old government incinerators lacking independent monitoring.
In addition, they said, the government was yet to install incinerators at eight hospitals in the province — a project which the
government initiated last year on the directives of the Supreme Court-mandated water commission.
(By Newspaper‘s Staff Reporter Dawn, 16, 29/11/2019)

World Bank, Sindh govt to launch $200m solid waste project
The Sindh government and the World Bank have agreed to launch a $200 million Solid Waste Emergency and Efficiency Project
(SWEEP) for improvement and removal of waste from streets, drainage channels and canals in the metropolis.
This decision was taken in a meeting Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali held with World Bank delegation led by Catalina Marulanda,
practice manager of the Urban Development Unit in the South Asia region, here on Tuesday at CM House.
The other delegation members were Lixin Gu, programme leader, Sustainable Development and Suhaib Rasheed, urban specialist.
The chief minister was assisted by relevant officials.
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Mr Shah said that an ADP [Asian Development Bank] scheme of Rs1.6 billion had been launched to improve solid waste
management disposal in the city but ―we are keen to do this on scientific manner and convert it into waste to energy‖.
The World Bank offered the $200m SWEEP scheme to improve collection and removal of waste from streets, drainage channels
and canals.
Under the plan garbage transfer stations in every district and its disposal at landfill site would be developed to generate energy.
The chief minister constituted a committee under P&D chairperson Naheed Shah and other members, including the local
government secretary, MD SSWMB (Sindh Solid Waste Management Board) as its members. They would discuss modalities of the
project so that final approval could be made by the chief minister.
Model school in Kashmir
The chief minister also held a meeting with Azad Jammu & Kashmir Prime Minister Raja Mohammad Farooq Haider.
He told him that his government was keen to adopt an earthquake devastated school in Mirpur, saying that the people of Sindh have
a lot of respect and love for the Kashmiri brothers and sisters.
―We have decided to adopt a school in Mirpur and we will rehabilitate the building and run it like a model school,‖ the chief minister
added.
The AJK prime minister thanked the chief minister and the people of Sindh for supporting the people of Kashmir.
He directed his principal secretary to coordinate with the AJK government and take necessary measures.
Both leaders also condemned Indian atrocities in India-held Kashmir and urged human rights bodies to become voice of the people
of occupied Kashmir.
US diplomat
Murad Ali Shah said that his government was working hard to generate clean energy by installing wind and solar power projects.
Talking to US Consul General Robert Silberstein, who called on him here on Tuesday at CM House, the chief minister said that the
country was energy-starved and the only option was to generate electricity from Thar coal.
The visiting US diplomat said he had visited the area and was very impressed with the government work.
However, he said the thing which worried him the most was locusts swarm in desert area. ―It is quite horrible and must be destroyed
at the earliest because some experts have told me if they were not killed this year they will cause a catastrophe next year too‖.
Mr Shah said ―You are right we are late and have not attacked them squarely, but now I have provided a grant of Rs10m to the
federal government plant protection department to conduct aerial spray in the desert area‖.
The US CG, who visited the NED Engineering College in Mithi, appreciated the step of the provincial government and said that it
was a small institute.
The chief minister told him that he had already reserved a 300-acre site for the university and said that it was a dream to establish a
fully-fledged university.
Mr Silberstein assured the chief minister that the American government would support the provincial government in establishing a
state-of-the-art university in Thar. Mr Shah thanked him for his support.
(By Newspaper‘s Staff Reporter 16, 11/12/2019)

SEPA team warns LNH to improve medical waste system
A team from the Sindh Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) has warned two private hospitals in the city to improve their
medical waste management efforts immediately.
During visits to Liaquat National Hospital (LNH) and Jinnah Medical College Hospital, Korangi, on Thursday, a four -member
team led by SEPA additional director-general Waqar Phulpoto inspected the waste management system and directed hospital
authorities to improve their procedure in accordance with environmental laws.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, Phulpoto revealed that the SEPA team had asked the LNH management to submit a detailed
report about their disposal of medical waste by Monday. ―This is one of the biggest health facilities in the city and it lacks a
proper waste segregation system,‖ he pointed out.
Explaining the correct procedures, he said that hospital waste should be completely separated from m unicipal waste from the
very point where it is generated. ―Nobody can mix both in a single bin,‖ he said. ―Medical waste is infectious so it must be
properly managed.‖
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The SEPA official said that the careful collection and transportation of the waste is t he second step. ―LNH needs to improve its
storage process,‖ stated Phulpoto, adding that SEPA had asked them to share records about the disposal of the ash.
An estimated 100 tonnes of medical waste is generated in Karachi by hospitals with 10 or more beds each day. Health officials
said that there are over 225 such hospitals in the metropolis. LNH, for instance, generates between 3,200 and 3,400
kilogrammes of medical waste on a daily basis, they told The Express Tribune.
SEPA ‘satisfied’: LNH
Refuting Phulpoto‘s statements, sources from LNH said that the SEPA team had inspected the hospital and was satisfied with its
waste management plan. ―The environmental agency has not issued any warnings to the hospital,‖ claimed an LNH official. ―The
team inspected almost all the facilities in the hospital and expressed appreciation for the measures we have taken,‖ he said.
―This was not the first visit; several teams have visited us and no one has ever objected to our system.‖
(By Our Correspondent The Express Tribune, 04, 21/12/2019)
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